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Summary Symbols
A six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear simulation was Moment data are presented with respect to a

developed for a two-place, single-engine, low-wing center-of-gravity location on the fuselage centerline
general aviation airplane for the stall and initial de- at 25 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord.
parture regions of flight. Comparison of simula- The body-axis system shown in figure 1 is used for
tion predictions with flight-test data served as model motion calculations.
validation. Two configurations, one with and one
without an outboard wing-leading-edge modification, az acceleration along Z body axis
were modeled. Comparisons of the trim charac- due to combined aerodynamic
teristics and dynamic responses for straight, turn- and propeller forces, ft/sec 2 (see
ing, and sideslipping flight show improved results appendix B)
at the higher angles of attack for the configura-
tion with the wing-leading-edge modification. Time- b wing span, ft
history traces following elevator-ramp inputs showed _a aileron mean aerodynamic chord,
improved departure characteristics for the modified ft
configuration. Power effects were significant for both
configurations. _e elevator mean aerodynamic

chord, ft

Introduction _w wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft

The NASA Langley Research Center is currently CD,s stability-axis drag coefficient,
engaged in a broad research program to provide -Fx, s/_Sw
information for improving the stall departure and
spin resistance of light general aviation airplanes. CL,s lift coefficient,-Fz,s/_Sw
The program has involved wind-tunnel tests, radio-
controlled-model tests, and full-scale flight tests. Cy,8 stability-axis side-force coeffi-
References 1 through 15 present some of the results cient, Fy, s/_lSw
obtained in the program thus far. Cl,b rolling-moment coefficient about

As part of this research effort, a six-degree-of- X body axis, Lb/_Swb
freedom nonlinear simulation was developed for a
two-place, single-engine, low-wing general aviation Cm,b pitching-moment coefficient
airplane for the stall departure region of flight. Full- about Y body axis, Mb/_Sw_w

scale powered wind-tunnel test results obtained on Cn,b yawing-moment coefficient about
the same type of airplane were used in establishing Z body axis, Nb/_Swb
the math model. The objective of this particular
effort was to generate a real-time simulation for CHa total aileron hinge-moment
analytical studies and for future piloted studies using coefficient
the Langley general aviation cockpit. Such studies
would supplement the results obtained from wind- CH=o aileron hinge-moment coefficientdue to angle of attack, left and
tunnel and flight tests, right ailerons combined

During the course of the stall/spin program, con-

siderable effort was expended, both in wind-tunnel CH,,8_ hinge-moment coefficient due
and flight tests, to examine the effects of employing to aileron deflection for a single
an outboard-wing leading-edge modification on light aileron, per degree

aircraft stall and spin resistance. (See refs. 7, 10, and CH_ total elevator hinge-moment
14). As a consequence, two configurations, one with coefficient
and one without the leading-edge modification, were

modeled mathematically and programed for use with CH_o elevator hinge-moment coefficient
the simulation. Although piloted studies were not at- due to angle of attack
tempted in this study, a number of analytical results
were obtained. The purpose of the present paper is to CH_ hinge-moment coefficient due to
describe the math models developed, to discuss the elevator deflection, per degree

validation performed, and to compare the simulation CL,max maximum lift coefficient
results obtained with and without the wing-leading-
edge modification. CL,trim trimmed lift coefficient



2_rQ - 21rGQ vehicle mass, slugsC_ power coefficient, _ - m

CQ torque coefficient, Q/pn2D 5 MP absolute manifold pressure, in.
Hg

CT thrust coefficient, T/(TSw
(CT in computer-generated MPR manifold pressure ratio

tables) n propeller rotational speed, rps

C_, propeller-thrust coefficient, N engine speed, rpm
T/pn2D 4 p, q, r rolling, pitching, and yawing

D propeller diameter, ft angular rates about body axes,

Dwh control wheel diameter, ft deg/sec or rad/sec

l^V2 lb/ft 2Fr rudder pedal force, positive when q dynamic pressure, _v ,

right pedal depressed, lb Q propeller torque, ft-lb

fwh,a wheel force required at rim s Laplace variable
for aileron deflection, positive
clockwise, lb Sa surface area of single aileron, ft2

Fwh,e wheel force required for elevator Se elevator surface area, ft2
deflection, pull force positive, lb

Sw wing area, ft2

Fx, b, Fy, b, FZ,b combined aerodynamic and t time
propeller forces along X, Y, and
Z body axes, respectively, lb T thrust measured on propeller

Fx,8, Fy, s, Fz,s combined aerodynamic and balance, lb
propeller forces along X, Y, and u, v, w velocity components along body
Z stability axes, respectively, lb axes, ft/sec

g gravitational constant, V velocity, ft/sec

32.17 ft/sec 2
W weight, lb

Ga aileron gearing ratio,

----0.8411_t Xb, rb, Zb body axes

Ge elevator gearing ratio, Xs, Ys, Zs stability axes

0.9969 rad/ft a angle of attack relative to airplane
h altitude, ft longitudinal axis, deg or rad

Ip propeller moment of inertia (ALPHA in computer-generated
about axis rotation, slug-ft 2 tables)

I).. _y, Iz moments of inertia about body fl angle of sideslip, deg (BETA in
axes, slug-ft 2 computer-generated tables)

Ixz body-axis product of inertia, q tiight-path angle, deg
slug-ft 2 6a total aileron deflection

J propeller advance ratio, V/nD (_a,R -- _a,L), deg

K6,1, K6,2 constants used to adjust throttle 6a,L left aileron deflection, positive
setting (see eq. (A3)) trailing edge down, deg

Lb, Mb, N b combined aerodynamic and 6a'R right aileron deflection, positive
propeller moments about X, Y, trailing edge down, deg
and Z body axes, respectively, _e elevator deflection, positive
ft-lb trailing edge down, deg
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Subscripts:
6f flap deflection, positive trailing

edge down, deg b body axis

6r rudder deflection, positive trail- s stability axis
ing edge left, deg o conditions where 6e = 6a = 6r = 0

6t steady-state throttle position, and fl = 0
fraction of full throw (see ap- alt altitude

pendix A) dyn dynamic
6_ intermediate throttle input to

thrust model (see appendix A) sl sea level

6t,c commanded throttle position in st static
cockpit, fraction of full throw 0,1,2 constants in equations (A9) and

6wh control wheel deflection, deg (A12)
A dot over a quantity indicates a derivative with

ACD,T thrust increment to adjust drag
model for large throttle settings respect to time.
at very low speeds and for the
retarded setting at high speeds Derivatives:

(see appendix B) _ OCD,s OCL,s OCrn,b
increments when added to the CD6_ 06e CLse -- 06e Cm6e - 06e

ACD,_ I coefficients at zero sideslip OCD, s OCL, s Crn6[ OGre,bACL,_ give the coefficients at the - -
ACre,f3 ! desired sideslip angle (see CD(&e)2 0(6e) 2 CL6f O6f -- 06f

appendix B) OCD,s OCL,s OCm,b

ACD,o } power-off increments due to CD6f -- 06f CLq -- Oq_tv Cmq -- Oq_w2--2V-- ---2-V--

ACz,,o t leading-edge modification OCD,s OCL,s OCm,b

AC,_,o (table IV minus table III) CD(6r)3 -- 0](6r)3[ CLa -- _ Crn a --
fd damping ratio of Dutch roll mode

ocy,_ OQ,b C.,_ OC.,bof motion CY[3- 0t_ Oil3- Of3 -- O[J
qph damping ratio of phugoid mode

ocv,_ act,b c,,6"= oc.,bof motion CY6r - 06r Cl6r -- 06, 06r
_/ propeller efficiency,

ocy,_ oc_,b c,,6,, ac,,,b(CT/C_p)(V/nD) Cy_,,- 06a Ct6,,- 06a -- 06a
p mass density of air, slugs/ft 3

ocr,_ OQ,b C,,p- OC.,b
a air density ratio Cyp -- 0 22_ Ctp -- 0 22_ 0 _r
re engine-response time constant,

OQ,b OC.,b
oc.,. c..sea CYr -- rb = = -

rr roll-mode time constant 02-V

Wn, d undamped natural frequency OCHa OCHe
of Dutch roll mode of motion, CHasa -- 06a CHe_e -- 06e

rad/sec

Wn,ph undamped natural frequency of Background
phugoid mode of motion, rad/sec

The scope of the Langley stall/spin program in-
¢, O,€ Euler angles (yaw, pitch, and roll cludes examining concepts which improve the stall

angles, respectively), deg or rad characteristics and spin resistance of light general



aviation aircraft as well as studies of the fully de- made and tested. Thus, many different configura-
veloped spin and recovery. One concept that has re- tions resulted. The wing designated number 1 and
ceived considerable attention in all aspects of the pro- the tail designated number 4 identify the particular
gram involved the use of an outboard-drooped-wing configuration simulated herein with configurations in
leading-edge modification. The range of studies in- other available references. In addition, the particular
volving the leading-edge modification includes wind- leading-edge treatment considered herein consisted
tunnel tests, free-flight radio-controlled-model tests, of the outboard leading-edge droop labeled modifi-
and full-scale flight tests. (See refs. 7, 10, and 14.) cation B in reference 14 and is illustrated in figure 4.
On the basis of these and other tests, the geometry of Coordinates of the wing airfoil section with and with-
the particular leading-edge modification used herein out the droop are given in table II.
was believed to be near optimum for spin resistance

for this aircraft. Mathematical Models
The fundamental concept in the use of the

leading-edge modification is to control stall progres- A thrust model, an aerodynamic model, and a
sion as the wing angle of attack increases and to model for control forces are required for the general
produce a reasonably flat-top wing lift curve at the aviation real-time simulation program to define a
higher angles of attack. For the rectangular plan- specific aircraft. Each model was developed using
form wings used on light general aviation airplanes, test data on a full-scale airplane from the Langley
the stall usually begins near the root portion of the 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel. Although not all of the
wing and proceeds both forward and outboard with data that would have been desirable for math-model
increasing angle of attack. The sharp discontinuity development were obtained, there were a number of
in the modified-wing leading edge generates an effec- advantages in using the 30- by 60-foot tunnel data.
tive aerodynamic fence that blocks the spanwise stall These include the following:
progression. In essence, the outer wing panels act like
low-aspect-ratio wings (i.e., reduced lift-curve slope 1. Tunnel-data were obtained for power-on settings
but higher stall angle of attack). Thus, attached flow using an identical climb prop as was used for the
is retained over the outboard wing panels to very high flight tests.
angles of attack. Not only is damping-in-roll retained 2. Additional tunnel-test data were obtained for
but roll control is also retained since the ailerons are the engine-propeller combination using a thrust-
located near the wing tips. torque balance.

3. Scale effects due to differences in Reynolds num-

Aircraft Simulated ber between flight and wind-tunnel tests were ex-
pected to be small. For the wind-tunnel tests,

The aircraft simulated was a two-place, low-wing the Reynolds number was 2.5 x 106, based on the
vehicle with a fixed-pitch climb propeller, a 108-hp wing mean aerodynamic chord.
engine, and a fixed tricycle landing gear. The air-

plane was an extensively modified version of the Thrust Model
Grumman American AA-1 Yankee. A photograph

of the aircraft in flight is shown in figure 2. The Wind-tunnel data were obtained for both the pro-
aircraft has two booms, one at each wing tip, that peller thrust and torque using a special strain-gage
support a/_ vanes and velocity sensors. The right- balance mounted between the engine shaft and the
hand seat was removed and replaced with an instru- propeller. In addition, tunnel conditions of veloc-
mentation pallet. A description of all flight instru- ity V and air density p, propeller rotational speed
mentation, including range and accuracy, is given in n, and engine manifold pressure MP were recorded.
reference 8. In addition to the two booms, the air- Thus, both propeller and engine characteristics were
craft had wheel pants and was equipped with a spin documented. From these data the thrust model was
recovery parachute mounted below and to the rear generated. Details of the development are given in
of the tail assembly. The configuration shown in fig- appendix A. A sketch showing the basis of the model
ure 2 is the arrangement simulated, and a three-view is presented in figure 5. Airplane velocity, altitude,
drawing of the aircraft is presented in figure 3. Phys- and throttle setting are inputs to the thrust model.
ical characteristics are given in table I. The major output is thrust T. Engine speed and

Since this was the first of several aircraft to un- manifold pressure are determined separately and are
dergo both flight testing and wind-tunnel testing in used for instrument displays in the simulator. Note
the Langley general aviation stall/spin program, a that for use with the equations of motion, thrust as a
large number of alterations to the basic airframe were separate entity does not enter the equations; rather,
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a thrust coefficient is calculated and is used as a pa- porated in the model. Estimates of the & derivatives
rameter in establishing appropriate values for the in- were made, and tables are included for both the indi-
dividual entries in the aerodynamic math model, vidual q and 5 contributions. Because of the uncer-

tainty of numerical values for the/_ derivatives, they
Aerodynamic Model were omitted in this model.

The airplane is represented in the equations of Numerical values of the various aerodynamic force
motion by three force coefficients and three moment and moment coefficients for the baseline (clean-wing)
coefficients. Each of these six coefficients consists of a configuration are given in table III and for the modi-

summation of individual aerodynamic terms and/or fled configuration in table IV. A very limited number
stability derivatives. Each individual entry contains of wind-tunnel tests were conducted for the rood-
the aerodynamic and power effects combined. The ified configuration with the wing-tip booms, wheel
equations of motion and the expressions for the force pants, and parachute canister attached. In some cir-
and moment coefficients are presented in appendix B. cumstances, increments due to adding the modifi-

The expressions for the force and moment coeffi- cations were evaluated from the larger wind-tunnel
cients are considered to be reasonably conventional data base available on the stripped version of the
in form. The data for the various elements are con- airplane. These increments were then added to the
tained in the program in tabular form as a function baseline data of table III to acquire values for ta-
of two variables, usually angle of attack and thrust ble IV. Reference 14 was one of the sources from
coefficient. Data were provided for an angle-of-attack which data were used for determining these incre-
range from -10 ° to 40° in increments of 5°, except ments. For some coefficients, however, only the set
for the range between 10° and 20° where data are of data for the clean-wing configuration was available
provided every 2°. The power-on test data were ex- and, of necessity, was used directly for the modified
trapolated so that the model would cover thrust co- configuration. This was particularly true for some
efficients up to 0.5. Table entries are thus provided components of the lift, drag, and pitching-moment
for thrust coefficients of 0 and 0.5. In addition, wind- coefficients such as, for. example, the flap deflection
tunnel measurements were obtained for sideslip an- and incremental sideslip effects. Other data com-
gles up to =t=20°;as a result, the model is believed monality involved contributions due to the tail as-
applicable over most of this sideslip range, sembly and elevator and rudder deflections. Since

Control effectiveness data for elevator, aileron, table IV presents the various coefficients in exactly
and rudder were obtained through the angle-of- the same format as table III, a comparison of the tab-
attack range only at zero sideslip. These values were ulated values can easily identify the common entries.
used over the sideslip range without modification. The following features of this particular model are
The control effectiveness measurements were made worth noting:
on a configuration without the wing-tip booms, wheel

1. Sideslip effects are included in the lift, drag, and
pants, and parachute canister installed. A photo-
graph of the airplane in this configuration is shown pitching-moment coefficients.
mounted in the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel in 2. Angle of attack and thrust effects influence nearly
figure 6. It is worth noting that nearly all of the all individual components.
wind-tunnel testing was done with the configuration 3. Rolling and yawing-moment coefficients are pres-
shown. (See ref. 14.) ent at zero sideslip at the higher angles of attack.

To obtain dynamic derivatives, a number of os- These features promote coupling between the longi-
cillatory tests were conducted on an unpowered tudinal and lateral vehicle motions, particularly at
1/3-scale model of the airplane in the 30- by 60-foot the larger sideslip angles and/or at angles of attack
tunnel. Oscillation amplitude, oscillation frequency, in the region of the stall and beyond.
and angle of attack were varied, and values of the p,

q, and r oscillatory derivatives were obtained. In ad- Control-Force Model
dition, some numerical values of the rate derivatives
were obtained through the angle-of-attack range from A control loader is available in the general avia-
flight records of the actual airplane by using the pa- tion simulator for use with the elevator and aileron
rameter extraction techniques available at the Lang- controls. Measurements of elevator hinge moments
ley Research Center. (See ref. 15.) From these two were obtained during some of the full-scale wind-
sources, single values for the derivatives at each an- tunnel tests. The data were used to determine
gle of attack were established for use in the model at hinge-moment coefficients for use in calculating wheel
CT = O. Thrust effects estimated for some deriva- forces to be generated by the simulator control
tives using the methods of reference 16 were incor- loader. The equations used are given in appendix C
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and values of the hinge-moment coefficients are given Tabulated-Data Comparisons
in table V. Although aileron hinge moments were not
measured in the wind-tunnel tests, similar equations
were programed for the simulator and estimates of Differences occurring in the responses of the sire-
the hinge-moment coefficients were employed. A sire- ulated airplane due to adding the drooped-leading-
ple spring system is used with the rudder pedals in edge modification can be anticipated and/or possi-
the simulator cockpit. For completeness in compar- bly understood by examining comparisons made of
ing simulator and flight time-history results, a linear the coefficients from the tabulated data. Figure 11
variation of rudder pedal force with rudder deflection presents a comparison of coefficients of the configu-
was programed to represent simulator inputs, rations with and without the leading-edge modifica-

tion for only those elements of the math models that
differ. For those coefficients not shown, the tabular

Validation values developed for the baseline configuration are
used without change for the modified configuration.Validation of the simulation requires that a com-

parison be made between math-model predictions It should be noted that the results given in figure 11
and flight-test data. Although numerous flights of are for the power-off condition (CT = 0). Power of-
the aircraft pictured in figure 2 were made, most fects determined for the baseline configuration were
flights unfortunately were spin tests. Only a few applied directly to the modified configuration. Thus,
flights were made that provide data useful for stall- power effects are identical for the two configurations.
departure comparisons. Note also that for spin test- Figure ll(a) shows the increments in the basic
ing, the measurement ranges of the instruments were lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients due to
scaled for the spin and were thus considerably larger adding the modification to the outboard wing panels
than desired for only stall-departure testing. As of the airplane. Adding the modification causes
a consequence, measurement accuracy was reduced, no drag penalty in the angle-of-attack region up to
Nevertheless, a number of comparisons between sire- about 12°; also, the lift remained nearly unchanged
ulation and flight measurements were made, most be- in this a range. However, the small amount of
ing for the baseline configuration. Comparisons were pitching moment obtained was probably due to the
made using flight data from various speed conditions, added area of the modification along the wing leading
acceleration/deceleration runs, and steady-heading edge. At the higher angles of attack, the presence
sideslips, as well as dynamic-stability checks. Sev- of the modification caused substantial increases in
oral time-history comparisons were also made. Fig- the lift coefficient with very little change in pitching
ures 7 through 10 and tables VI and VII present some moment. Some drag penalty caused by the higher
of these comparisons. Each of these figures and ta- lift was also experienced.

bles are discussed in detail in appendix D. An ex- A number of changes in the vehicle lateral char-
amination of the various comparisons presented indi- acteristics occurred when the leading-edge modifica-
cates good overall agreement between simulation and tion was added to the vehicle. Some changes oc-
flight-test results, curred only at the higher angles of attack whereas

some changes were evident over the complete angle-
Results and Discussion of-attack range. Adding the modification delayed the

appearance of yawing and rolling-moment coefficients
All of the information contained in the "Results for the zero sideslip condition (fig. ll(b)) from just

and Discussion" section of this report was obtained above stall until an angle of attack of 30°. The use
from simulation data. Since math-model definition of the modification also resulted in an increase in di-

used tabular data, a linear interpolation scheme was rectional stability Cnp for an angle of attack up to

employed in the simulation to provide intermediate 25° and an increase in effective dihedral Cl/3 over thevalues. The information presented herein includes
a range (fig. ll(c)). Evidence of flow attachment(1) comparisons of the baseline and modified con-

figurations from tabulated values, (2) trim condi- over the outer-wing panels when the modification is
tions in straight, turning, and sideslipping flight, and employed can be seen in the increased aileron effec-
(3) time-history departures for straight, turning, and tiveness C/6_ (fig. ll(d)) and in the stable damping in
sideslipping flight. Also included are a few dynamic- roll C!p (fig. 11(e)) at the higher angles of attack. Un-
stability checks for both straight and turning flight, doubtedly the improvement in Clp will have a large
Only the flaps-retracted condition was examined be- influence on rolling and yawing motions. A larger
cause very limited wind-tunnel data existed for flaps yaw damping Cnr (fig. ll(f)) occurred in the a range
deflected, between 10° and 20° for the modified configuration.
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Wings-Level Trim Comparisons elevator. The maximum-speed table indicates that

One feature of the real-time general aviation sire- adding the modification reduced maximum speed by
ulation program was the availability of a subroutine 2 ft/sec. Note, however, that the simulation engine-
that would trim the airplane in any number of de- speed value exceeds an operational limit of 2600 ira-
sired states. Typical examples are straight and level posed on the flight vehicle. From the a values in this
flight, steady climbing flight, sideslipping flight, etc. table and from the data of figure 11, it is apparent
This routine uses an interactive technique involving that the small difference between the baseline and
the mathematical method of steepest descent that modified configurations is due to the angles of attack
adjusts the control deflections and aircraft attitudes not having reached the region where the modification

is truly effective.
until the specified constraints of the trim maneuver
are met. The routine was employed to achieve corn- Comparisons of sea-level trim curves for the base-
parable trim conditions for the baseline and modified line and modified configurations are provided in fig-
configurations. For the wings-level trim comparisons, ure 13 for the throttle-closed condition (6t = 0) and
the trim conditions specified to be met by the sub- in figure 14 for the full-throttle conditio.n (6t = 1.0).
routine were _b= _ = _ = _ = _) = _b = ¢ = € = 0. Figure 14 provides results only for the speed range
Airplane weight, altitude, and speed were required less than that for straight and level flight conditions
program inputs. One additional input, either flight- given in figure 12. Both figure 13 and figure 14 cover
path angle _/or throttle setting 6t, was required. Fig- the angle-of-attack range where the modification is
ures 12, 13, and 14 present wings-level trim compar- effective. The maximum up-elevator of -25 ° speci-
isons at sea level for the baseline and modified config- fled for the aircraft limits the lowest value of speed
urations for straight and level flight, throttle-closed attainable. It is at the lower speeds where the angle
flight, and full-throttle flight, of attack exceeds approximately 14° that the benefits

For straight and level flight, vehicle flight-path of the leading-edge modification are apparent. With
angle was specified zero as a trim condition. Fig- the leading-edge modification, the airplane can be
ure 12 presents the corresponding values of angle of trimmed at a lower speed for both throttle-closed and
attack, sideslip angle, control deflections, and throt- full-throttle conditions. Because of the large glide
tle setting necessary to trim the simulated airplane angles involved, some of the throttle-closed results
through the speed range at sea level. Values of thrust appear of little practical use. For the full-throttle
coefficient CT and engine speed N are given for con- condition, however, adding the modification permits
venience. Results of the comparison show little differ- the vehicle at a given speed to operate at a lower an-
ence between the two configurations. The modified gle of attack with essentially one-half the rate of de-
configuration did use slightly less up-elevator through scent of the baseline configuration. In both figures 13
the speed range and less sideslip angle at the lower and 14, large changes in the amount of aileron and
speeds. The variations of fl, 6a, and 6r with V are due rudder control deflection at the lower speeds indicate
primarily to power effects. The two airspeed values that a difficulty exists for a pilot to maintain lateral
from figure 12 where 6t ----1.0 represent the maximum control of the airplane for small changes in speed.

A comparison of the curves shows that an improvedand the minimum straight and level flight speed per-
mitted by the simulation. For clarity, the following situation exists for the modified configuration at any
table itemizes values of some of the parameters: given speed.

For completeness, trim lift curves associated with
SEA-LEVEL FULL-THROTTLE COMPARISON the results given in figures 12, 13, and 14 are pre-

sented in figure 15. Recall that lift coefficients as

Config- V, _, used herein include the propeller-thrust components.
uration ft/sec 6t 6e deg N, rpm Also, it should be noted that in assessing the results

Minimum speed of figures 12, 13, and 14 the trim conditions indicated

Baseline 96.3 0.994 -7.16 14.95 2514 here represent a solution set for the equations of too-
Modified 95.6 .999 -6.48 15.03 2518 tion under static conditions and in no way indicate

Maximum speed the response of the airplane in real time if slightly

Baseline 198.0 0.997 4.30 -1.09 3023 disturbed from these conditions.
Modified 196.0 .997 4.66 -.75 3008

Departures From Level Flight

An examination of the minimum-speed table in- Time histories of 20- to 30-sec duration that per-
dicates that adding the modification permitted trim- mit comparison of the responses of the simulated air-
ruing at a slightly slower speed and with less up- plane with and without the leading-edge modification



are given in figures 16 through 18. In all three fig- shown in figure 18. Note that the rudder input was
ures, straight and level trim flight exists for the first the same as used in figure 16. An examination of
2 sec. Control inputs are then introduced that are figures 18(a) and 18(b) shows that more aileron ac-
different for the three figures. The throttle chops tivity was used for the baseline configuration. Thus
shown in figures 16 and 18 occurred in 2 sec. The el- the baseline configuration would be more difficult for
evator ramp shown in figures 16 and 17had a rate of a pilot to control laterally. Evidence of a wing-rock
-1 deg/sec and was applied for 8 sec. Aileron and condition appears in the roll rate and sideslip traces
rudder ramps were also of 8-sec duration and were for both configurations although it appeared to start
used to neutralize the controls from their trim values at a lower value of a and to be more severe for the
after power was removed. The elevator and aileron baseline configuration. As shown by figures 18(a)
control deflectionsshown in figure 18 were driven by and 18(b), elevator deflection reached the limit of
feedback laws using altitude and roll angle, respec- -25 ° and then was held constant at this value. Even
tively, to roughly approximate a pilot's attempt to so, the angle of attack continued to increase up to a
maintain altitude with wings level, value of 40°, which is the tabulated-data limit. Time-

An examination of figures 16(a) and 16(b) indi- history motions are, of course, invalid once the data
cates that for the baseline configuration (fig. 16(a)) limits have been exceeded. Note that the increase
the airplane departs by rolling and yawing to the in angle of attack with increasing time for both con-
left (see € and ¢ traces); for the modified config- figurations occurred because the rate of descent was
uration (fig. 16(b)) this type of departure did not increasing while the pitch attitude remained constant
occur. Also, the roll rate and sideslip traces indicate in a nearly horizontal position.
the existence of an unstable wing rock for the base- The time-history comparisons given in figures 16
line configuration for the last 20 sec of the record, through 18 indicate a beneficial effecton the vehicle
For the modified configuration the traces indicate the motions of adding the outboard leading-edge modifl-
possible beginning of a wing rock at the end of the cation. Similar benefits were noted at other speeds,
record. The results given in figure 16 are for the altitudes, and control inputs.
power-off condition; figure 17 presents similar time-
history comparisons for the power-on condition. For Trim In Turning Flight

the records of figure 17,all controls were held fixed at Trim conditions associated with turning flight
the trim value except for the elevator. An elevator- were obtained after inserting appropriate expressions
ramp input identical to that of figure 16 was era- into the simulation trim routine that specify the de-
ployed. An examination of the time-history traces sired maneuver constraints. For example, one con-
of figure 17 indicates that the modified configuration straint for circular flight at constant altitude is that
departs into a smooth spiraling turn but the baseline the body angular rates p, q, and r must combine vec-
configuration does not. Even so, one obvious ben- torially so that the resultant angular velocity is ver-
eflt of adding the leading-edge modification in this tical. The same condition also applies for climbing
particular situation was the elimination of the severe or descending flight along a helical flight path. (See
wing rock shown by figure 17(a). ref. 17 for other constraints.) Sketches of typical re-

A common flight-test technique employed for stall sults of turning flight obtained from the simulation
departure studies is for the pilot to retard the throt- are shown in figure 19. Roll angle for circular flight at
tle from a straight and level flight condition trimmed constant altitude is shown in figure 19(a) as a func-
at just below stall and then to apply elevator con- tion of airplane velocity. The solid curve corresponds
trol smoothly and gradually in an attempt to hold to the simulation results for the full-throttle condi-
constant altitude. In order to introduce the eleva- tion. At the higher velocities, the engine speed pre-
tot displacement gradually in the simulation while dicted by the simulation exceeds the operational limit
at the same time holding the wings level, two closed- of 2600 permitted for the aircraft. Also shown in fig-
loop control laws were implemented. The equations ure 19 is the reduced throttle curve where the simu-
used were lation engine speed is limited to that of the aircraft.

The boundaries shown are for a given altitude and
6e = KI(K2_t-4-h t) + _e,i the envelope shrinks as altitude increases. Regions

6a ----K3(K4€ + €') + 5a,i within and outside the boundary represent climbing
and descending flight, respectively, along a helical

where the prime designates differences from the ini- flight path as illustrated in figures 19(b) and 19(c).
tial trim value and the subscript i represents the ini- A comparison of trim results for full-throttle turn-
tial trim value. Several sets of gain values K1, K2, ing flight for configurations with and without the
K3, and K4 were tried with results similar to those leading-edge modification is given in figure 20. A low
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value of velocity was selected so that conditions are and was applied for 16 sec. All other control deflec-
similar to those depicted by section A-A in figure 19. tions were held fixed at their trim values. Figures 22
An examination of the information from fgure 20 and 23 present the time histories for the power-off
indicates that almost the same results were obtained and power-on conditions, respectively, for the base-
for the baseline configuration as for the modified con- line configuration. Figures 24 and 25 present compa-
figuration, with roll angles having magnitudes less rable time histories for the power-off and power-on
than 20°. As expected, a small difference in eleva- conditions for the modified configuration.
tor deflection was obtained between the two config- A comparison of the various time-history traces
urations. For roll angles having magnitudes greater shows that with power off the baseline configuration
than 20°, however, differences due to the presence (fig. 22) rolled over the top (roll left from a right
of the leading-edge modification are apparent. One turn) and appeared to develop an unstable wing rock.
significant benefit is that at a given roll angle adding The modified configuration (fig. 24) did not roll over
the leading-edge modification reduces the rate of de- the top but continued to turn in the same direction.
scent by a factor of one-half. Also, the modified con- After a heading change of about 180°, a wing rock
figuration operated at a lower angle of attack and, also developed. Similar qualitative results for the two
consequently, required less elevator control, configurations were obtained during power-off flight

For the power-off condition, some trim results tests when ramp-type elevator inputs were applied
were obtained with and without the leading-edge during turning flight while the other controls were
modification for the airplane in a descending helical held fixed. (See ref. 10.) With power on, the baseline
flight path. Figure 21 presents a comparison of the configuration (fig. 23) rolled into a steep spiral of in-
maximum bank angle for which the airplane can be creasing tightness. Although a large angular rate de-
trimmed for the lower portion of the speed range. For veloped, the motion was not a spin because the angle
the baseline configuration the maximum bank angle of attack was in the region of maximum lift and was
for which the airplane could be trimmed is limited decreasing with time. With the leading-edge modi-
by the maximum lift coefficient of the configuration, fication (fig. 25), the vehicle also developed a steep
(For convenience, the curve of CL,trim versus a shown spiral, but with less rate of descent and less total
in figure 21 was obtained for wings-level trim. Note, angular velocity than that obtained for the baseline
however, that the curve is applicable for this situa- configuration. No evidence of wing rock appeared in
tion since the dynamic term CL,dyn is small.) With either power-on time history. The comparisons per-
the leading-edge modification, the airplane can be mitted by the time histories of figures 22 through 25
trimmed to a larger bank angle at a given speed than indicate that power effects were important and that
with the baseline configuration, can bank at a speed the use of the leading-edge modification provided a
slower than the airplane can attain in the baseline beneficial effect both with power on and power off.
configuration, and is limited in both maneuvers by As a consequence of the results shown on fig-
the maximum up-elevator deflection available, ures 23 through 25, additional time histories for the

The trim results of figures 20 and 21 determined baseline and modified configurations were taken with
by the simulation are applicable only for static condi- the same control inputs for turns both to the right
tions. Note that the trim routine simply searches for (¢ -- +25 °) and to the left (€ = -25 °) for a range of
numerical values for a set of unknown variables that steady-state throttle 6t settings from 0 to 1.0. The
satisfy the equations of motion and the constraint time histories have been omitted here; however, the
equations. To assure adequate dynamic response, ad- results summarized in figure 26 show sketches of the
ditional analyses and/or time histories of the turning initial directional departure and the existence of wing
maneuvers are required, rock. An examination of the different situations de-

picted shows that there is a large effect of power, turn
Time Histories for TurningFlight direction, and whether the wing leading-edge modi-
To illustrate the effect of the leading-edge modi- fication is on or off. Note that a departure by rolling

fication on the dynamic response of the vehicle in a over the top can occur for both baseline and modified
turn, time histories of the resulting motion were oh- configurations but for different turn directions and
tained for configurations with and without the rood- throttle settings. Likewise, wing-rock conditions can
ification with identical slow ramp inputs applied to occur when the throttle is fully deflected (_t = 1.0).
the elevator. The same initial conditions of speed, A qualitative analysis of the different situations indi-
altitude, and roll angle were used for both config- cates that the initial departure can be traced to the
urations. Initially, the vehicle was trimmed in a presence of asymmetrical forces and moments that
turn with a roll angle of 25°. An elevator ramp of exist at zero sideslip. Specifically, it is the change in
0.5 dog/see was inserted into each run at t = 2 sec Cy, o, C,,o, and Cl,o with increasing angle of attack
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from the trim value as a result of the elevator-ramp A comparison of figures 28(a) and 28(b) indicates
input that generates the disturbing forces and too- that in this situation a sizable beneficial effect was

ments on the vehicle, obtained by adding the wing-leading-edge modifica-
tion. Additional time histories were also obtained for

Trim in Sideslips different sideslip angles and different elevator-ramp

Comparisons of trim values for the baseline and inputs. A brief summary of these results for the
power-off condition is presented in table VIII. Both

modified configurations for various sideslip angles initial sideslip angle and the size of the elevator in-
were obtained for several speeds, altitudes, and throt-
tle settings. Figure 27 presents the results for the put were varied. The time interval of 26 sec for the

ramp input was held constant. An examination of
throttle-closed condition for V = 120 ft/sec since this the results shows that the time histories of the rood-flight condition was considered to be of interest. The

angle of attack was around 9.5 °, which is about 4° ified configuration always involved a descending turn
whereas mostly spins developed for the baseline con-

below that for trimmed CL,max of the baseline con- figuration. The unsymmetrical result obtained for
figuration. (See fig. 15.) The results of figure 27 the baseline configuration about zero sideslip can be
show that to achieve a given sideslip angle the rood- attributed to the presence of the aerodynamic yaw-ified configuration required a larger roll angle, more
rudder deflection, and more aileron deflection than ing and rolling moments that exist at zero sideslip

for the angle-of-attack range above stall. It appears
required by the baseline configuration. The increase that for most of the combinations tested, adding the
in directional stability and effective dihedral when leading-edge modification improved the airplane de-
the modification is added to the wing leading edge parture characteristics in sideslip.(fig. 11(c)) is primarily responsible for the differences

shown in the trim values. Dynamic-Stability Comparisons

Departures from a Sideslip Condition A brief examination of dynamic stability, both
longitudinal and lateral, was made using the math

Departures from various trim conditions in sideslip model herein in conjunction with the linear-analysis
for both the baseline and modified configurations computer program described in reference 18. The
were performed that involved only an elevator-ramp analysis assumes small perturbations and linearized
input while holding the throttle setting, aileron de- aerodynamics about the trim point. Eigenvalues of
flection, and rudder deflection at their trim values, the longitudinal short period and phugoid modes of
Elevator ramps were varied by changing the size of motion were obtained along with those of the roll,
the incremental elevator deflection or the time in- spiral, and Dutch roll lateral modes of motion. Both
terval involved. Typical time-history results for the straight and turning flight were examined, and some
baseline and the modified configurations are pre- sample results are given in figures 29 and 30, re-
sented in figures 28(a) and 28(b), respectively. For spectively, for the vehicle both with and without the
both time histories, the airplane was at an altitude of leading-edge modification operating at an altitude of
5000 ft with a velocity of 120 ft/sec and was trimmed 5000 ft.
at a sideslip angle of +10 ° with the throttle closed. Figure 29 presents straight flight comparisons for
Elevator ramps consisted of incremental elevator de- the damping ratio and undamped natural frequency
flections of-12 ° applied linearly over a time interval of the Dutch roll mode and for the roll-mode time
of 26 sec. Trim conditions were held for the first 2 sec constant. These parameters showed the largest effect
of each time historyl and then the elevator ramp was of adding the leading-edge modification over the
initiated. An examination of figure 28(a) shows that speed range. The other stability parameters showed
the baseline configuration eventually entered a left differences between the data for the baseline and
spin. The spin was very steep with an angle of attack modified configurations that were small or of little
of about 25°, a pitch attitude of about -65 °, and consequence as regards vehicle handling qualities.
a spin rate of approximately 180 deg/sec. Compar- The results of figure 29 show that adding the leading-
isons with flight-test data could not be made because edge modification improved the vehicle roll response
a match of control positions between the simulation at the slower speeds. For the Dutch roll mode,
and flight-test results could not be found. Note, how- however, the modified configuration appears to be a
ever, that a good comparison would not be expected little more sensitive (higher frequency and reduced
since the model was devised only for small angular damping). Also, an examination of the damping-
rates and not those approaching steady spin values, ratio values shows that the Dutch roll mode becomes
For the modified configuration, figure 28(b) shows unstable at an angle of attack of about 13°. This
that the vehicle entered a slow descending left turn. situation occurs for configurations with and without
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the leading-edge modification with either full power tered a mush type of maneuver. In addition, the
or idle power. Thus, it appears that the wing-rock modified configuration requires smaller control de-
experiences mentioned previously can be traced to a flections for trim at a given speed, can be trimmed
stick-fixed unstable Dutch roll mode. at a slower speed, and involves lower rates of de-

Figure 30 presents some turning-flight compar- scent. When power was applied, both the baseline
isons for the Dutch roll mode, the roll-mode time con- and modified configurations at the higher angles of
stant, and the longitudinal phugoid mode. The air- attack have departures involving rolling and yawing
plane was trimmed in a turn at an altitude of 5000 ft types of lateral motions. These maneuvers can be
with a velocity of 120 ft/sec and with a roll angle traced to the presence of asymmetrical moments at
of 25°, both left (€ = -25 °) and right (€ = +25 °) zero sideslip due to the application of power. Asym-
turns being made. Turns were made with various metrical moments at zero sideslip are also involved
steady-state throttle settings from closed (_t = 0) in the departures for turning and sideslipping flight.
to full (_t = 1.0). Thus, the trim conditions ranged In general, the modified configuration showed some
from a spiral of decreasing altitude for throttle closed form of improved response whether in straight, turn-
to climbing flight at full throttle. The results in fig- ing, or sideslipping flight with various power set-
ure 30 are plotted against throttle setting for con- tings when compared with responses for the baseline
venience and permit directly comparable curves for configuration.
the baseline and modified configurations. The re-
sults show that adding the leading-edge modification Concluding Remarks
improves the roll response. Adding the modifica- A six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear simulation was
tion also increased the Dutch roll undamped natural developed for a two-place, single-engine, low-wing
frequency but reduced the damping ratio, particu- general aviation airplane for the stall and initial de-
larly at the larger throttle settings. The influence of parture region of flight for analytical studies and for
the leading-edge modification on Dutch roll damping future piloted studies using the Langley general avi-
ratio, however, was considerably less than that due ation cockpit. The math model was developed using
to power. As noted for figure 29, the effect of the data obtained in the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel
leading-edge modification on all of the modes of mo- on a full-scale airplane of the same type. Model fea-
tion was largest for the rolling mode and Dutch roll tures included power effects and aerodynamic cou-
mode. Although the effect of the leading-edge mod- pling linking the longitudinal and lateral modes of
ification on the phugoid mode was small, some dif- motion, including the presence of yawing and rolling
ference was noted in the phugoid damping ratio due moments at zero sideslip for the power-off condition
to turning left and turning right. In fact, for a left at the higher angles of attack. Comparisons of simu-
turn at full throttle, the phugoid mode was slightly lation predictions with flight-test data served to val-
unstable. These results are, of course, for controls idate the model.
held fixed. In addition, the angles of attack involved Two configurations, one with and one without
were all less than that for CL,max for the baseline the leading-edge modification on the outboard wing
configuration. Thus the changes resulting from the panels, were programed for use with the simula-
presence of the modification were due to differences tion. Comparisons of the aerodynamic coefficients as
in the lateral aerodynamic characteristics since it is well as the trim characteristics for straight, turning,
in the region beyond maximum lift where large ben- and sideslipping flight show improved results at the
efits occur to the longitudinal characteristics as well higher angles of attack for the configuration with the
as the lateral characteristics when the leading-edge leading-edge modification. Such improvements show
modification is added, the 'airplane with the modification can be trimmed

Initial Stall-Departure Assessment with wings level at a slower speed or at the same
speed as the clean-wing configuration, but with less

With throttle retarded, the vehicle with the clean control deflection and less rate of descent. Also,
wing exhibited the typical stall-departure character- time-history traces for straight, turning, and sideslip-
istics of light general aviation airplanes that consist ping flight show improved departure responses at the
of rolling-off and yawing at the stall and at higher higher angles of attack for the configuration with the
angles of attack. With the leading-edge modifica- leading-edge modification. Power effects were found
tion the vehicle in a comparable situation had depar- to be significant for both configurations.
tures that occurred mainly in the plane of symmetry.

These departures involved primarily the longitudinal NASA Langley Research Center
modes of motion. Thus, the stall for the modified Hampton, VA 23665
configuration was more docile and the airplane en- February 5, 1985
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Appendix A--Thrust Model are used for K6,1 and K_,2, respectively. The value
of K6,2 is believed near the minimum usable value.The thrust model for the simulation was devel-
Engine dynamic response to a throttle movement is

oped using wind-tunnel measurements made in the included in the simulation by incorporating a first-
Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel on an airplane of the order lag following the throttle handle movement in
same type as used in the flight program. For a series the cockpit thusly
of wind-tunnel tests, a thrust-torque balance was in-
stalled between the engine shaft and the propeller, 1

and the engine cowling was lengthened near the fire 6t - res + 1 6t,c (Ad)
wall to retain the relationship between the cowling
and the propeller. The propeller had two blades and Recall that the brake horsepower required to turn
was of the fixed-pitch type. In addition, the propeller the prop at sea level can be written functionally as

was a climb prop identical to that used for the flight- (BHP)r = f(N, V) (Ab)test program. Measurements were obtained for a

range of tunnel airspeeds, engine speeds, and airplane Note that the two horsepower conditions (i.e., brake
attitude angles. From the measurements taken, stan- horsepower available (BHP)a and brake horsepower
dard curves of propeller-thrust coefficient C_,, power required (BHP)r) must match. Thus,
coefficient C_,, and propeller efficiency _ as a func-
tion of advance ratio J were developed. (See fig. AI.) (BHP)a -- (BHP)r (A6)

These curves are, of course, for propeller-installed Now, sinceconditions. Also, using the torque balance measure-
ments and engine speed, a plot of available brake
horsepower (BHP)a as a function of manifold pres- (nHP)r _ Power _ CrppnaD 5 (A7)550 550
sure MP at sea level was constructed. (See fig. A2.)
Note that the straight lines for constant engine speed the value of C_ can be calculated and used with the
all intersect at a common point at zero manifold pres- curves of figure A1 to obtain the corresponding values

sure. (See ref. 19./ Thus, (BHP)a can be expressed of J and C_,. Finally, from expressions containing J
analytically as and C_,, namely,

V

(BHP)a -- KMpMP . CMp (A1) J = n---D (h8a)

where for the engine tested CMp = -27 and the T = C_,pn2D 4 (ASb)
measured slope KMp is a function of engine speed.
(See fig. A2.) values of thrust T and velocity V can be calculated.

For simulator use, a relationship between mani- The particular calculating scheme employed was to
fold pressure and throttle position is required. An choose values of 6_ and N, determine (BHP)a , and,
intermediate throttle ivariable 6_is defined such that then, using the equations calculate C_ and finally T
6_ 0 when MP -- I= 0 and 6_ = 1 for full throttle and V. From plots of T versus V for a given value of
deflection. The expression developed is t, a final form for the thrust model at sea level over

the stall-departure velocity range was selected as

(A2) Tst = To + T1V (A9)

1.42 g
MP ----29.92 1 29.92 2600]

6_

The term in parentheses accounts for the drop in where To and T1 are functions of 6_and are given in
the following table:manifold pressure due to engine speed that occurs

for a full throttle setting. Note that in a practical 6_ To T1
situation it is not possible to close the throttle in 0 -237 +0.100
the cockpit and reduce manifold pressure to zero. .2 -100 -.060
Therefore, use is made of the equation .4 40 -.280

6_= K6,16e -1-K6, 2 (A3) .6 182 -.510.8 314 -.675

where 6t represents the steady-state throttle setting. 1.0 452 -.820
Thus, this equation is used to adjust the engine idle
conditions. Practical limits exist for the choices for Thrust at altitude is obtained from
the constants K6,1 and K_, 2 in addition to the con-
straint that K6,1 . K_,2 ----1. Values of 0.65 and 0.35 T = TsW (A10)
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As indicated previously and sketched in figure 5, lowing quadratic expression was used to fit the data
the three inputs to the thrust model are altitude, and programed in the simulation:
speed, and throttle setting. Finally, for use with
the aerodynamic model, the following coefficient was N = No "1-N1V "4-N2V 2 (A12)

obtained: where the constants are given in the following table:
T

CT = -_w (All) _ No, rpm NI, rpm N2, rpm
0 -2350 17.25 0

A linear model was chosen for the sea-level thrust .2 -500 11.00 .0040
and speed relationship (eq. (Ag)) as being particu- .4 700 3.70 .0200
larly appropriate for the velocities greater than about .6 1620 -1.65 .0315
60 ft/sec. At lower speeds and large throttle settings, .8 2100 -2.35 .0300
the linear model appears to underestimate the thrust 1.0 2520 -2.55 .0255
that can be developed. A plot of CT versus V for

different throttle settings _ for the velocity range of For use with the engine instrument display in
interest is given in figure A3. the simulator cockpit, engine manifold pressure was

Engine speed is used in the simulation for the calculated with the use of equation (A2) and the
calculation of the propeller gyroscopic terms in the altitude correction of reference 19 as follows:
equations of motion and for the tachometer instru-

( 1.42 , (a=0.117_ (A13)ment display in the cockpit. From information pre- MP--_i[ 29.92- 2--_N) 0.883 ]viously obtained in the thrust development, the fol-
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Figure A1. Thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and installed-propeller efficiency for the two-bladed climb
propeller obtained from tests on airplane in Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel.
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Appendix B--Equations of Motion and were employed'by using the following equations:
Aerodynamic Math Model

Fx,s=-Co,,Sw
The equationsusedtodescribethemotionsofthe

airplane for the general aviation simulation were non- FY,s = Cy, sqSw
linear, six-degree-of-freedom, rigid-body equations Fz,s =-CL,8[ISw

referenced to the body-fixed system of axes shown Lb = Cl,b_Swb
in figure 1.

The equations are as follows: Mb = Crn,b[tSw_w

Forces: Nb = C"'bqSwb

Finally, each of the six aerodynamic coefficients
fx, b for calculation purposes was divided into two partsi_= rv - qw - gsin 8 + --

m as follows:

b = pw - ru + g cos 8 sin € + FY'b
--_ CO,s = Co,st -5 CD,dyn

= qu - pv + g cos 8 cos € + FZ'b CY's = CY'st -5 C D,dyn
m eL, s -_ CL,st -5 CL,dy n

Moments: el, b -- Cl,st -5 C/,dy n

Iy -- I z Ixz (_ + pq) + L b Cm,b = Crn,st -5 Cm,dyn
-- _X qr + IX -_X Cn,b = Cn,st -5 Cn,dyn

_ IZ--IXpr + IXZ(r 2 Mb IP2=nr where the subscript st refers to static and dyn
---7-¢---y _ _ p2)+ Iy Iy refers to dynamic. The static and dynamic desig-

_ Ix - Iy Ixz Nb Ip nations are used in most of the other airplane math
iz pq-5 (_- qr)-5 -5-i--27rnqIZ _ "Z models programed for the general aviation simula-

tor; the scheme is retained here for consistency and
The force and moment terms Fx, b, Fy, b, FZ,b, Lb, convenience.
Mb, and Nb are a combination of aerodynamic and

Each of the static and dynamic terms consists of
thrust effects. The terms in the _ and £ equations the summation of several individual elements. The
containing Ip are propeller gyroscopic terms. Al-
though these terms are small, they are included for math model uses tables of aerodynamic coefficients

and stability derivatives as functions of two variables,completeness. Euler angles were computed by using
quaternions to allow continuity of large attitude mo- usually angle of attack _ and thrust coefficient CT. A

linear interpolation between values is utilized duringtions. Auxiliary equations include the following:
program execution. Note that in this model there

_- tan_ 1 w are ,io thrust terms directly input into the equations.
u Thrust effects are contained in the basic aerodynamic

terms and are input through the tables using the
/9 = sin -1 v parameter CT.

V The various elements comprising each of the static

V = x/u 2 -5 v2 + w 2 and dynamic terms are presented on pages 19 and 20.
In the expression for each of the six static coefficients

az = -qu + pv - g cos 8cos € + @ there exists a coefficient with the subscript o. For
these terms the sideslip angle /_ is zero, as are all

In calculating the external forces, use was made of control surface deflections; that is:
wind-tunnel measurements obtained in the stability-
axis system. The transformation fl = _e = _a = _r = 0

Fx, b] [c _ 0 _s_n_] [Fx,8 ] Note that in the summation of terms in the staticFy, b | = 0 1 | Fy, s | coefficients for lift, drag, and pitching moment there
Fz, b J Lsin_ 0 cos_ j [Fz, s J are incremental terms used to adjust the values for

the effect of sideslip. The incremental corrections
provides the forces for the equations of motion. The were obtained simply by substracting the power-off
subscript s signifies the stability-axis system. In ad- values at zero sideslip from those at sideslip for the
dition, coefficients, rather than forces and moments, airplane configuration with zero control and flap de-
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flection. These values are tabulated as a function of Note that the coefficient CD,s, referred to herein
for fl = 4-10° and/_ = 4-20°. Although not tab- as the drag coefficient along the stability axis, was

ulated, these particular tables have a zero value at used for convenience' in fitting this math model into
/_ = 0 and require a linear interpolation on ft. The the existing general aviation simulation program.
incremental scheme was employed since most of the Also in the program, the data tables were constructed
wind-tunnel data for the other terms, such as the for two CT values of 0 and 0.5. Prior to table
contributions due to elevator deflection and flap de- look up, the thrust coefficient was limited so as
flection, were obtained only at zero sideslip. Thus, to remain within these bounds. Such limits were
the sideslip effect which couples the lateral motion acceptable for stall departure motions. For those rare
with the longitudinal equations is only approximate, occasions when the calculated CT values fell outside
Nevertheless, although inexact, this scheme is be- the bounded region, a correction was included in the
lieved to provide a large part of the total coupling drag coefficient since it was the principal coefficient
effect, affected.
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Longitudinal characteristics:

GL,_t= CL,o+ CL6.6_+ CLef6f + ACL,_ Cm,_t= C.,,o + g.,_. _ + g.,sf 6f + ACm,_

= C qcw &cw
q_w . _ &_w Cm,dyn mq _ + Cma 2VCL,dyn= '-'lqT7 + OL_ Tff

Coefficient Function of-- Coefficient Function of--

eL, o c_, C T Cm,o oL,C T

CL6e a, CT Cm6e a, CT

CL61 Or, C T Cm6f a, C T

A CL,fl oe,fl A Cm,fl a, fl

CLq Or, C T Cmq a, C T

CL, _ a, C T Crn_ a, C T

cD,,t= CD,o+ CD_6_+ co16_)2(6_)2+ CD_I6f

-k CD(6r)31(,5,-)31 + ACD, fl -.k ACD, T

CD,dy n ----0

Coefficient Function of--

CD,o a, CT

Cm, ,_,CT

CDt6e)2 a, C T

CD6$ a, CT

cm,  ,CT

AOD,T Or

where ACD,T ---- 0 for 0 _< CT <_ 0.5,
ACD,T = --0.80(CT -- 0.5) cosa for CT > 0.5,
and ACD,T = --0.80CT cos a for CT < O.
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Lateral characteristics:

cz,_t=Cy,o+ Cy_ + cy__ + cf_o_, c,,,_t=C.,o+ c._ + c,,__ + c._o6,,

_v g rb _ rbCy, dyn = Gyp _- Yr -_ Cn,dy n -_- Cnp 2 -[" Cnr _-_

Coefficient Function of-- Coefficient Function of--

Cy, o Or,C T Cn,o oL,C T

cy_ _,cr c._ _,cr

CY$r _' CT Cn6r _, CT

CY_a _ Cn6a a

Cyp a,CT C.p a,CT

CYr o_,CT C. r o_,CT

Cl,st -_ Cl, o "1-Clf 3_ + el6 r 6r • Cl6 a 6a

Coefficient Function of--

Cl,o a,CT

cz_ _,CT

Cl6 a o_

Clp oL, CT

Qr oI'CT

2O



Appendix C--Control Forces Data for the elevator hinge-moment derivatives
are given in table V. These values were deter-

The wheel forces used with the control loader in mined from wind-tunnel measurements made at zero
the simulator were calculated as follows:

sideslip angle on the airplane without the booms,
For the elevator control, wheel pants, or parachute canister. (See fig. 6.) The

Fwh,e = GeCH_Se_e values are believed usable for both the baseline and
the modified configurations. Data for the aileron con-

CHe = CH_o + CH_6_6e trols were not obtained during the wind-tunnel tests.
Even so, the program was constructed to accept

Coefficient Function of-- aileron hinge-moment coefficients through the angle-
CH_o c_,CT of-attack range for future use. An estimate of the

aileron hinge-moment coefficients was made for the

CH%e or,CT wing at a low angle of attack, and these values were
then used throughout the angle-of-attack range. The

values used were CHa° = 0 and CH,_6a = -0.0137.
For the aileron control, In the general aviation simulator, springs are used

Fwh,a = GaCHa_ISa_ a with the rudder pedals to supply pedal forces. With
a spring system, rudder deflection is proportional to

CHa = CHao + CHa6a_a pedal deflection. The equation

Coefficient Function of-- Fr = -2.74_r

CHa ° O_

was used to provide a rudder pedal force to compare
CHa_,_ _ with that on the flight time histories.
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Appendix D--Comparison of Simulation power-on condition. Flight data were selected for
and Flight-Test Results time segments where the controls remained nearly

constant. For each of the data points shown on fig-
A number of comparisons of simulation and flight- ure 8, time segments were between 5- and 8-see dura-

test results were made for simulation validation. In- tion. Average values over these time segments were
eluded among the comparisons were those given in determined for each of the different parameters of in-
tables VI and VII and shown in figures 7 through 10. terest. Variations of the primary variables €,/)r, and
An explanation of each comparison is presented in 6a with sideslip are given in figures 8(a), 8(b), and
this appendix, along with some comments on other 8(c), respectively. Agreement exists between flight
comparisons attempted, and simulation results over a fl range of =kl0° ex-

Table VI provides comparisons for two separate cept for a difference in slope that exists in the aileron
speed conditions. For the maximum-speed condition results.

the flight values were obtained from a data record Dynamic stability comparisons are given in ta-
30 sec in length. The flight instrumentation recorded ble VII. Note that a comparison was not possible for
some data at 40 times a second (the FM system) the baseline configuration because flight data were
and some at 20 times a second (the PAM system), only available for the aircraft with the outboard
The values shown are the mean values of the total leading-edge modification. Nevertheless, entries for
number of data points. The throttle setting for the both configurations are presented in the table in or-
aircraft was not recorded. The aircraft data for der to permit a comparison of simulation predictions
the high-speed condition were obtained using a 5- for the two configurations. The periods and damping
sec run length where all flight variables remained ratios for the flight data were evaluated from time-
nearly constant. The comparisons shown for the history records of the oscillatory response of the air-
two separate speed conditions are reasonably good. craft to a control input. The corresponding simula-
It should be realized, of course, that the weight, tion predictions were obtained using the linear anal-
altitude, and velocity match because these are the ysis program of reference 18. The comparisons in ta-
required inputs to the math model, ble VII show good agreement between the values for

Figure 7 shows some results obtained from the the phugoid mode damping ratio and for the Dutch
constant-altitude constant-speed flight tests corn- roll mode damping ratio. Some difference, however,
pared with model predictions for trimmed straight exists in the flight and predicted values for the Dutch
and level flight. During the flight testing, the pilot roll period. An effort was made to find values for
attempted to provide constant speed conditions in the longitudinal short-period mode from the flight
segments of 5- to 10-see duration as he progressed records for the aircraft, but with little success. The
through a series of speed settings during the test linear analysis predictions are included for complete-
run. The flight data for comparison were selected hess. Finally, in the case of the Dutch roll, it should
from these constant-speed portions of the records, be noted that the velocity and engine speed (N) val-
Figure 7(a) shows elevator deflection /_eas a func- ues obtained from the flight records were simple av-
tion of trimmed lift coefficient eL,trim , figure 7(b) erages of the maximum and minimum values noted
gives elevator deflection 6e as a function of true air- over the sample time interval.
speed, and figure 7(c) gives trimmed lift coefficient Time-history comparisons of simulation predic-
as a function of angle of attack. Note that for the tions and flight-test results for the stall and initial de-
trimmed math model the linear and angular accelera- parture region of flight are given in figures 9 and 10.
tions are all zero. For the flight data, however, not all Figure 9 shows about a 30-see time-history record,
accelerations are necessarily zero. The comparisons and figure 10 shows about a 20-see record. For
shown by figures 7(a) and 7(b) are considered to be both comparisons, control surface deflections were
in good agreement. For figure 7(c)however, the corn- obtained from the flight records and programed in
parisons are not as good. It is apparent that some tabular form every quarter of a second into the sire-
discrepancy exists between the flight angle-of-attack ulation so that identical control inputs would apply
measurements and the simulation predictions. Note for both time histories. Thus, when compared, the
that upwash corrections (see ref. 11) were included be, 6a, and 6r traces for simulation and flight ap-
in the flight angle-of-attack values shown. Even with pear identical. For the power-off case in figure 9,
this correction included, there still remains an aver- the pilot attempted to maintain altitude by applying
age discrepancy of about 2° over the angle-of-attack up-elevator until the stall and then held the elevator
range presented, fixed. The aircraft departed by rolling and yawing

Figure 8 presents steady-heading-sideslip compar- to the left. The oscillations appearing in the p and
isons between flight-test data and simulation for the fl traces suggest the possibility of a wing-rock situ-
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ation. Although some differences exist in comparing cle configurations both with and without the wing
traces for the different parameters, it was felt that leading-edge modification. These time-history corn-
part of the difficulty might be in achieving compara- parisons involved a throttle chop early in the run, fol-
ble initial conditions in the simulation. For example, lowed later by full-up elevator deflection and full rud-
since the throttle is already closed at t = 0, a decel- der deflection. Maximum elevator and rudder deflec-
eration condition exists for the airplane that requires tions were applied before the angle of attack exceeded
six initial acceleration inputs in the simulation that 20°. Fairly good agreement between simulation and
are not all zero. flight time-history traces were evident only for about

For the comparison in figure 10 the initial con- one-half to three-quarters of the first turn of the en-
ditions were selected for straight and level trimmed try motion. The angular rates then began to build
flight. Thus a throttle chop is included, as well as a up, the airplane speed in the simulation dropped be-
region of full-up elevator deflection and a large rud- low the corresponding flight values, and the simula-
der kick in each direction. Since throttle information tion angle of attack rapidly increased and exceeded
was omitted in the flight records, a 2-sec time inter- 40° which was the upper limit of the tabular data.
val was arbitrarily chosen for throttle closure in the At this time, large sideslip angles were encountered
simulation. This choice seems reasonable from the in the simulation that were not evident in the flight
similar N traces shown. One trace of particular records. Of course, once the limits of the tabulated
interest was the angle of attack in which the double data had been encountered, the remaining portion of
peak appears in both flight and simulation traces. Pi- the simulation time-history traces were invalid.
lot comments during the flight indicated that the air-

craft was unresponsive to rudder deflections at very From various comparisons of simulation and flight-
high angles of attack, and he demonstrated this fact test results that have been made, it appears that the
by large rudder inputs. The altitude angles ¢, 8, and math-model formulation has a major influence on the
€ in figure 10(b) show the aircraft departed by rolling range of validity of the simulation. Fairly good agree-
and yawing to the left along with pitching down. ment with aircraft flight motions can be expected for

From an examination and comparison of the var- time intervals of 40 sec and beyond when the angu-
ioustime-history traces in both figures 9 and 10, the lar rates remain fairly small and only partial control
impression is one of overall agreement between sire- deflections are employed. Application of full control
ulation and flight. Note that the radio interference deflections and/or the presence of large angular rates,
indicated on some time-history traces in figure 9 re- except for short time intervals, can lead to large dis-
sulted from the pilot activating the mike to record a crepancies between simulation and flight-test data.
brief comment. Although all comparisons made herein were for the

To explore the range of validity of the simula- flaps-up condition, deflection of the flaps was not con-
tion further, attempts were made to model the initial sidered a complicating factor because of the small
spin entry motion. Several time-history comparisons value of the ratio of flap area to wing area for this
of simulation and flight results were made for vehi- aircraft.
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TABLE I. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLANE

Engine:

Type ............................ Four cylinders horizontally opposed
Rated continuous power, hp ................................ 108
Rated continuous speed, rpm .............................. 2600

Propeller:

•Type ................................. Two blades, fixed pitch
Diameter, in ...................................... 71
Pitch, in ................................... • ..... 46

Overall dimensions:

Span, ft ....................................... 24.46
Length to rear of fuselage, ft ............................... 18.95
Height, ft ....................................... 6.73

Wing:
Span, ft ....................................... 26.46
Area, ft 2 ....................................... 98.11
Root chord, ft ..................................... 4.00
Tip chord, ft ...................................... 4.00
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ............................... 4.00
Aspect ratio ...................................... 6.10
Dihedral, deg ..................................... 5.0
Incidence:

At root, deg ...................................... 3.5
At tip, deg ..................................... 3.5

Airfoil section ............................ Modified NACA 642-415
Aileron (each):

Area, ft s ...................................... 2.60
Span, ft ...................................... 3.82
Chord, ft ...................................... 0.68

Flap (each):
Area, ft 2 ...................................... 2.72
Span, ft ...................................... 3.76
Chord, ft ...................................... 0.68

Horizontal tail:

Span, ft ......................................... 7.69
Incidence , deg ..................................... -3.0
Root chord, ft ..................................... 3.60
Tip chord, ft ..................................... 1.67
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ............................... 2.75
Airfoil section ................................. NACA 651-012
Tail length (distance 0.25_, to 0.25 mean aerodynamic

chord of tail), ft ................................... 11.62
Elevator:

Area (total), ft2 ................................... 7.22
Root chord, ft .................................... 1.13
Tip chord, ft .................................... 0.70
Span, ft ....................................... 7.69
Area (forward of hinge line at tip), ft 2 ......................... 0.92
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TABLE I. Concluded

Vertical tail:
Span, ft ........................................ 4.09
Root chord, ft ..................................... 3.60
Tip chord, ft ...................................... 1.67
Airfoil section ................................. NACA 651-012
Rudder:

Area (total), ft2 ................................... 3.61
Root chord, ft .................................... 1.13
Tip chord, ft ..................................... 0.70
Span, ft ...................................... 4.09
Area (forward of hinge line at tip), ft 2 ......................... 0.46

Control surface deflections:

Elevator, deg ................................ 25 up, 15 down
Aileron, deg ................................. 25 up, 20 down
Rudder, deg ................................. 25 left, 25 right
Flap, deg ................................. 0 to 30 down

Nominal test weight, lb ................................. 1577

Center-of-gravity location ................................ 0.25_

Moments of inertia:

Ix, slug-ft 2 ...................................... 596
Iy, slug-ft 2 ...................................... 738
Iz, slug-ft _ ..................................... . . 1268
Ixz, slug-ft 2 ...................................... 0
Ip, slug-ft 2 ...................................... 1.15
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TABLE II. COORDINATES OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS

[Stations and ordinates given in percent of airfoil chord]

(a) Coordinates of modified NACA 642-415 airfoil (basic wing) (b) Coordinates of leading-edge-droop-airfoil

Upper surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinates Station Ordinates Station Ordinates Station Ordinates

0 0 0 0 -2.769 -3.833 -2.769 -3.833
.299 1.291 .701 -1.091 -2.658 -2.885 -2.658 -4.631
.526 1.579 .974 -1.299 -2.217 -1.633 -2.217 -5.540
.996 2.038 1.504 -1.610 -1.773 -.817 -1.773 -5.983

2.207 2.883 2.793 -2.139 -1.329 -.190 -1.329 -6.160
4.673 4.121 5.327 -2.857 -.885 .350 -.885 -6.210
7.162 5.075 7.838 -3.379 -.444 .875 -.700 -6.225
9.662 5.864 10.338 -3.796 .000 1.254 .000 -6.210

14.681 7.122 15.319 -4.430 .444 1.604 .444 "6.201
19.714 8.066 20.286 -4.882 .885 1.983 .885 .6.191
24.756 8.771 25.224 -5.191 1.329 2.319 1.329 -6.182
29.803 9.260 30.197 -5.372 2.206 2.883 2.206 -6.164
34.853 9.541 35.147 -5.421 4.673 4.121 4.673 -6.111
39.904 9.614 40.096 -5.330 7.163 5.075 7.163 -6.059
44.954 9.414 45.046 -5.034 9.662 5.865 9.662 -6.006
50.000 9.016 50.000 -4.604 14.681 7.123 14.681 -5.900
55.040 8.456 54.960 -4.076 19.715 8.065 19.715 -5.793
60.072 7.762 60.000 -3.698 24.756 8.771 24.756 -5.687
65.096 6.954 65.000 -3.281 29.802 9.258 29.802 -5.580
70.111 6.055 70.000 -2.865 34.852 9.542 38.585 -5.394
75.115 5.084 75.000 -2.343 39.904 9.615 40.096 -5.330
80.109 4.062 80.000 -1.875 44.952 9.415 45.046 -5.034
85.092 3.020 85.000 -1.458 50.000 9.017 50.000 -4.604
90.066 1.982 90.000 -.990 55.040 8.456 54.960 -4.076
95.032 .976 95.000 -.573 60.071 7.763 60.000 -3.698

100.000 0 100.000 0 65.096 6.954 65.000 -3.281
70.110 6.056 70.000 -2.865
75.115 5.085 75.000 -2.343
80.108 4.063 80.000 -1.875
85.092 3.021 85.000 -1.458
90.065 1.983 90.000 -.990
95.031 .977 95.000 -.573

100.000 .000 100.000 .000



TABLE III. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR BASELINE CONFIGURATION

(a) Lift-coefficient data

CL,o CLef
ALPHA CT-O,O CT-0.5 ALPHA CT-O.O CT-O, 5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT-O,5

-10,00 -,4100 -,6700 -10o00 ,0062 ,0139 -10.00 *0066 ,0066
-5,00 -,0100 -,1400 -5,00 ,0063 ,0136 -5.00 .0075 ,0075
0,00 ,4100 ,4100 0.00 ,0062 ,0131 0,00 ,0077 ,0077
5,00 ,8400 ,9700 5.00 .0058 .0123 5,00 ,0078 ,0078

10.00 1.1600 1.4200 10,00 ,0053 ,0109 10,00 .0068 ,0068
12.00 1,2300 1.5400 12,00 o0051 ,0104 12,00 ,0060 ,0060
14,00 1,2600 1,6ZOO 14,00 ,0050 ,0101 14.00 .0053 .0053
16,00 1,2600 1,6700 16,00 ,C049 ,0098 16.00 .0047 .0047
18,00 1,2600 1,7200 18,00 ,0048 ,0094 18,00 ,0041 ,0041
20,00 1,2500 1,7600 ZO,O0 .0047 .0090 20.00 ,0035 ,0035
2§,00 1,2200 1,8500 ZS.00 ,0044 .0080 25,00 ,0030 ,0030
30,00 1.1700 1,9200 30,00 ,O04Z ,0073 30,00 *0025 ,0025
35.00 1.1300 1.9900 35,00 ,0039 ,0061 35,00 ,0020 ,0020
40,00 1,0800 2,0500 40,00 ,0037 ,0055 40.00 .0015 .0015

cLq
ALPHA BETA-±IO,O BETA-±20,O ALPHA CT-O,O CT-O,5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT-O,5

-10,00 0.0000 0.0000 -10.00 2.4100 3.0120 -10.00 .6890 ,8610
-5.00 0.0000 O,OCO0 -5.00 2,4100 3.0120 -5.00 ,6890 ,8610

0,00 0,0000 0,0000 0,00 2,4200 3,0290 0,00 ,6750 ,8430
5,00 -,0120 -,0500 5.00 2*4600 3,2220 5,00 ,6370 .8330

10,00 -,0220 -,0870 10,00 2,5900 3,5940 10,00 o5100 ,7030
12,00 -,0150 -,0600 12,00 2.9600 4,3510 12,00 ,1310 ,1930
14.00 -.0100 -*0390 14.00 3,7200 6,0720 14.00 -.6200 -1.0120
16.00 -.0050 -,0210 16,00 4.7300 6*3820 16.00 -.5960 -°8060
18,00 -,0020 -,0090 18.00 5.2900 6.9880 18,00 -,1310 -,1720
20,00 0,0000 0,0000 20,00 5,1600 6,8330 20,00 0.0000 0.0000
25,00 0,0000 0,0000 25,00 5,0500 6,5610 25,00 ,1170 ,1510
30,00 0,0000 0,0000 30,00 5,0600 6,1270 30,00 ,1000 .1210
35.00 *0090 .0360 35,00 5.0800 5,9660 35,00 ,0790 ,0930
40.00 .0180 ,0710 40.00 5,0800 5,8110 40.00 ,0790 .0930



TableIII.Continued

(b)Drag-coemcientdata

CD,o CD6e CD(6e)2

ALPHA CT=O,O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT=O,5 ALPHA ¢T-O,O CT=O.5

-10.00 ,0666 -,3273 -10,00 -,00138 -,00258 -10,00 ,0030xlo-20,0000xlo-2
-5,00 ,0486 -,349q -5.00 -,00088 -.00148 -5,00 ,0030 ,0030

0,00 .0526 -.3474 0,00 -,00038 -,00038 0,00 ,0030 ,0060
5.00 .0846 -.3139 5.00 ,0001Z .00072 5.00 .0030 .0085

10,00 ,1456 -,Z483 10.00 .00062 ,00182 10,00 ,0030 ,0105
12,00 ,1856 -,2057 12.00 .O0082 ,00226 12,00 .0030 ,0111
14.00 .2446 -,1435 14,00 ,00102 ,00270 14,00 .0030 .0115
16.00 ,3136 -.0709 16,00 .00122 ,00314 16.00 ,0030 ,0119
18.00 .3786 -,0018 18.00 .00142 ,00358 18,00 .0030 .0120

I 20.00 .4486 ,0727 20,00 .00162 .00402 20.00 .0030 ,0119
25,00 .b186 .2561 25,00 ,00212 ,0051Z 25.00 .0030 .0101
30,00 .7786 .4322 30.00 *0026Z ,00622 30,00 .0030 .0073
35,00 ,9255 ,5979 35.00 .00312 .00732 35,00 ,0030 ,0037
40,00 1,0636 .757Z 40.00 .00362 ,00842 40.00 .0030 0.0000

ACD, CD81 CD(a )3
ALPHA EETA=+IO,O BETA=±20,O ALPHA CT-O.O CT=0.5 ALPHA CT-O.O CT=O,5

-10.00 -.0053 -.0213 -10,00 100010 100010 -10.00 ,C009xlo -3 .O024xm -3
-5.00 -.0053 -.0213 -5,00 .00030 ,00030 -5,00 ,0009 .0024

0,00 -.0053 -,0213 0,00 ,00050 ,00050 0,00 ,0009 *0024
5.00 -.0044 -.0178 5,00 ,00090 *00090 5,00 ,0009 ,0024

10.00 -,0036 -,0142 10.00 .00140 ,00140 10.00 ,0009 .0024
12.00 -,0036 -,0142 12.00 ,00160 .00160 12,00 .C009 *0024
14,00 -.0036 -.O14Z 14.00 .00180 ,00180 14.00 .0007 .O01B
16.00 -.0036 -.O14Z 16.00 .00200 .00200 16.00 ,0005 .0012
18.00 -,0036 -.0142 18.00 .00200 ,00200 18,00 .0002 .0006
20.00 -.0036 -.0142 20.00 *00200 .00200 20,00 0,0000 0,0000
25.00 -,0036 -.0142 25.00 .00200 ,00200 25.00 0,0000 0,0000
30.00 -,0036 -.0142 30.00 .00200 .00200 30.00 0.0000 0.0000
35.00 -.0036 -.0142 35.00 .00200 .00200 35.00 C.0000 0.0000
40.00 -,0047 -,0187 40,00 .00200 .00200 40,00 0.0000 0.0000



0 TABLE III. Continued

(c) Pitching-moment-coefficient data

Cm,o Cm6e Cma I

ALPHA CT=O.O CT=0,5 ALPHA CT=OeO CT=O,5 ALPHA CT=O*O CT=O*5

-i0.00 .1700 .2700 -I0.00 -,0193 -,0374 -10.00 -,0010 -,0010
-5.00 .1580 ,1580 -5,00 -o0193 -.0393 -5,00 -,0010 -.0010

0.00 .0760 .0760 0.00 -*Olq3 -.0394 0.00 -.0010 -.0010
5.00 .0020 .0020 5.00 -.0180 -.0395 5.00 -.0010 -.0010

10.00 -.0800 -.0800 10.00 -.0165 -.0384 10.00 -.0018 -.O01B
12.00 -.1180 -.1180 12.00 -*0164 -.0360 12.00 -.0016 -.0016
14.00 -.1670 -.1670 14.00 -.0163 -.0334 14.00 -.0014 -.0014
16.00 -.2250 -.2250 16.00 -.0162 -.0311 16.00 -,0012 -.0012
18.00 -.2770 -.2770 1_.00 -.0162 -.0288 18.00 -.0010 -.0010
20.00 -.3160 -.3160 20.00 -.0162 -.0269 20.00 -.0008 -.0008
25.00 -.4080 -.4080 25.00 -*0162 -.0226 25.00 -.0009 -.0009
30.00 -.4800 -.4800 30.00 -.0150 -.0213 30.00 -.0010 -.0010
35.00 -.5560 -.5560 35.00 -.0130 -.0190 35.00 -,0011 -.0011
40.00 -.6060 -,6060 40.00 -.0100 -.nl_ 40.00 -.0012 -.0012

ACm,_ Cmq Cma

ALPHA BETA=_IO,O BETA=±20,O ALPHA CT=O.O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT-O,5

-10.00 -.0200 -°0800 -10.00 -7.0000 -8.7500 -10.00 0.0000 -2.5000
-5.00 -.0200 -.0800 -5,00 -7.0000 -8.7500 -5.00 0.0000 -2.5000

0.00 -.0200 -.0800 0.00 -7.0400 -8.8000 0°00 -1.9600 -2.4500
5.00 -.0140 -.0550 5.00 -7.1500 -9.3600 5.00 -1.8500 -2.4200

10.00 -.0070 -.0280 10.00 -7.5200 -10.4400 10.00 -1.4800 -2.0600
12.00 -.0040 -.0180 12.00 -8,6200 -12.6400 12.00 -.3800 -.5600
14.00 -.OOZO -,0070 14.00 -10.8000 -17.6400 14.00 1.8000 2.9400
16.00 .0010 .0050 16.00 -13.7300 -18.5400 16.00 1.7300 2.3400
18.00 .0030 .0120 18.00 -15.3800 -20.3000 18.00 .3800 .5000
20.00 .0060 .0230 20.00 -15.0000 -19.8500 20.00 0.0000 0,0000
25.00 .0120 .0480 25.00 -14.6600 -1_.0600 25.00 -.3400 -.4400
30.00 .0180 .0730 30.00 -14.7100 -17.8000 30.00 -.29C0 -.3500
35.00 .0240 .0980 35.00 -14.7700 -17.3300 35.00 -.2300 -.2700
40.00 .0310 .1240 40.00 -14.7700 -16.8800 40.00 -.2300 -.2700



TABLEIII. Continued

(d) Sid_rc_coefficientdata

Cy,o cno
ALPHA CT=O,O CT=0,5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT-0,5 ALPHA

-10,00 0o0000 .0810 -10,00 -°01300 -,02260 -10,00 -,000100
-5.00 0.0000 ,0540 -5.00 -.01250 -,02260 -5,00 -,000080
0,00 0,0000 ,0270 0,00 -,01180 -,02260 0,00 -,000090
5,00 0,0000 0.0000 5*00 -,01100 -,02260 5,00 -.000100

10,00 0,0000 -,0270 10,00 -,01090 -.02260 10.00 -°000140
12,00 0,0000 -,0378 12,00 -,01080 -,02260 12.00 -*000150
14,00 0,0000 -,0486 14,00 -,00980 -.02210 14,00 -,000160
16.00 0o0000 -,0540 16.00 -*00880 -.02130 16,00 -,000130
18.00 0,0000 -,0540 18,00 -*00820 -*02100 18,00 -,000110
20,00 0,0000 -,0540 20,00 -,00780 -.02080 20,00 -*000100
2_*00 O*O000 -,0540 25*00 -,00670 -,02030 25.00 -,000080
30,00 OeO000 -e0540 30.00 -=00600 --.02020 30.00 -*000100
35,00 0,0000 -*0540 35,00 -,00620 -*02100 35.00 0,000000
40,00 0,0000 -,0540 40.00 -,00680 -.02220 40,00 0,000000

cy,, cy,
ALPHA CT-O.O CT-O.5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT,,O,O CT-O,5

-10,00 ,00244 *00fi89 -10,00 .8000 1.0110 -10.00 -.0140 -,0140
-5,00 .00263 .00629 -5*00 ,9000 1,1110 -5,00 -,0040 -,0040

0,00 ,00282 ,00674 0,00 1,0000 1,2110 0*00 ,0060 *0060
5.00 .002q5 .00722 5.00 1.1000 1.3110 5.00 ,0160 ,0160

10.00 .00307 .00773 10,00 .8000 1.0010 10.00 .0260 ,0260
12.00 ,00295 .00775 12.00 .6000 ,8020 12.00 ,0300 .0300
14.00 .00282 .00777 14.00 .4000 .5290 i4.00 *0340 .0340
16,00 ,00267 ,00777 16.00 .2000 ,2490 16,00 '0380 .0380
18.00 .00255 .00779 18,00 0.0000 .0560 18.00 °0420 .0420
20,00 .00242 ,00779 20,00 -,2500 -,1870 20,00 ,0460 ,0460
25.00 .00189 .00665 25,00 -,2riO0 -,1680 25,00 ,0560 ,0560
30.00 .00137 .00558 30,00 -,1200 -,0450 30,00 ,0660 *0660
35.00 .00093 .00425 35.00 0.0000 .0610 35.00 .0330 .0330
40.00 ,00053 *00295 40,00 0,0000 *0520 40,00 0,0000 0,0000
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TABLE III. Continued

(e) Yawing-moment-coefficientdata

Cn,o C._ Cn6_
ALPHA CT=O*O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT'O,5 ALPHA

-10,00 0,0000 -,0166 -10.00 ,002_0 ,00327 -10.00 .000090
-5,00 0.0000 -,0166 -5.00 .OOZ20 .00304 -5.00 ,000070

0.00 0,0000 -.0166 0,00 ,00192 .00292 0.00 .000050
5,00 0,0000 -,0166 5.00 .00175 .OOZB7 5,00 ,000030

10.00 0.0000 -,0166 10.00 .O014Z .00265 10.00 ,000010
12.00 C.O000 -,0166 12,00 ,00128 ,00256 12.00 0,000000
14,00 -.0010 -,0142 14,00 .00110 ,00242 14,00 -,000030
16,00 -.0010 -,0118 16.00 ,00090 ,00227 16,00 -,000060
IO,O0 -,0010 -,0094 18,00 ,00080 ,00221 18.00 -.000100
20.00 -,0010 -.0070 20.00 .00070 .00216 20.00 -.000150
25.00 -.0010 -.0010 25.00 .O003Z ,00190 25.00 -,000090
30.00 -.0010 -.0040 30.00 -.00002 .00167 30.00 -,000040
35.00 -.0010 -,0070 35,00 -,O0025 .00156 35,00 0.000000
_0,00 -,0010 -.0100 40,00 -,00038 ,00154 40,00 ,000030

C. r C.p
ALPHA CT=O,O CT=0.5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT=O,5

-10.00 -.00116 -,00280 -10,00 -.2000 -.ZgO0 -10,00 -.0300 -.0480
-5,00 -.00125 -.0029q -5,00 -.2000 -,2900 -5,00 -.0400 -,0580

0,00 -,00134 -.O03ZO 0,00 -,ZOO0 -.Z900 0.00 -.0500 -.0680
5,00 -.00140 -.00343 5,00 -,ZOO0 -,EGO0 5,00 -.0600 -,0780

10,00 -.00146 -.00367 10.00 -,2000 -.Z870 10,00 -.0700 -.0880
1Z.O0 -,00140 -,00368 12,00 -.2000 -.2860 12.00 -,0600 -.0770
14.00 -.00134 -,0036g 14,00 -,1300 -.1850 14,00 -,0300 -,0470
16.00 -,00127 -,00369 16.00 -.0500 -.0710 16.00 0.0000 -.0160
18.00 -.00121 -.00370 18,00 -,0600 -.0840 18.00 .0300 ,0140
ZO.O0 -.00115 -.00370 20.00 -,0700 -,0970 20.00 .0_00 .0400
Zfi,O0 -,00090 -,00316 25,00 -.1000 -.1350 25,00 .0150 .0150
30.00 -.00065 -.00265 30.00 -.1000 -,1320 30.00 .0150 ,0150
35,00 -,00044 -.00202 35.00 -.1000 -.1260 35.00 ,0150 .0100
40.00 -.00025 -.00140 40.00 -.1000 -,12ZO 40.00 ,0150 .0070



TABLE III. Concluded

(f) Rolling-moment-coemcient data

Cl,o c 0
ALPHA CT=O.O CT-O,5 ALPHA CT-O.O CT=0.5 ALPHA

-10.00 0*0000 .0060 -10.00 -*00140 -*00273 -10.00 -*001040
-5.00 0.0000 .0040 -5.00 -.00115 -.00215 -5.00 -*001040

0.00 0*0000 .0020 0.00 -.00115 -.00182 0.00 -.001040
5.00 0.0000 0.0000 5.00 -.00190 -.00190 5.00 -*001000

10.00 C,0000 0.0000 10.00 -.00315 -.00239 10.00 -*000920
12.00 0.0000 0.0000 12.00 -*00365 -.00265 12.00 -*000880
14,00 -.0025 -,0025 14,00 -.00400 -*00267 16.00 -*000840
16.00 -.0050 -.0050 16.00 -.00420 -.00237 16.00 -.000790
18.00 -.0075 -.0075 18.00 -.00435 -.00212 18.00 -.000740
20.00 -.0075 -.0075 20.00 -.00450 -.00183 20.00 -.000690
25.00 -.0075 -.0075 25.00 -.00450 -.00217 25.00 -.000600
30,00 -.0075 -.0095 30.00 -.00420 -.00353 30.00 -.000500
35.00 -.0075 -.0115 35.00 ,.00400 -.00467 35.00 -.000400
40.00 -.0075 -.0135 40.00 -.00390 -.00523 40.00 -.000330

Ct, Ct,
ALPHA CT=O.O CT=O.5 ALPHA CT=O.O CT=0.5 ALPHA CT-O.O CT=O.5

-10.00 .00025 .00025 -10.00 .1000 .1150 -10.00 -.5200 -.5200
-5.00 .00025 .00025 -5.00 .1300 .1450 -5.00 -.5200 -.5200

0.00 .00025 .00025 0.00 .1600 .1750 0.00 -.5200 -.5200
5.00 .00025 .00025 5.00 ,1900 .2050 5.00 -.5200 -.5200

10.00 .00025 .00025 10*00 *1400 .1540 10*00 -.4000 -.4000
12.00 .00025 .00025 12.00 .1300 *1450 12.00 -.3100 -*3100
14,00 .00025 ,00025 14,00 ,1200 *1290 14,00 1,2200 -,2200
16.00 *00025 *00025 16.00 .1100 .1140 16.00 -.1300 -*1300
18.00 .00025 *00025 18.00 *1000 *1040 18.00 -.0400 -*0400
20.00 *00025 *00025 20.00 .0900 *0950 20.00 *0500 *0500
25.00 *00013 *00013 25.00 .0700 .0760 25.00 0.0000 0.0000
30*00 0.00000 0*00000 30.00 .0700 *0750 30*00 -*0500 -*0500
35*00 0.00000 0.00000 35*00 *0700 *0740 35.00 -.i000 -.1000
40,00 0,00000 0.00000 40,00 ,1000 .1040 40.00 -.1500 -.1500
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TABLE IV. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR MODIFIED CONFIGURATION

(a) Lift-coefficientdata

Qo CL6o eL6s
ALPHA CT'O,O CT=O.5 ALPHA CT'OoO CT-O,5 ALPHA CT,,OoO CT-Oo5

-10o00 -,4630 -o7230 -10o00 ,0062 o013q -10.00 *0066 o0066
-5*00 -*0479 -o1779 -5,00 o0063 .0134 -5,00 ,0075 o0075

0*00 *3873 o3873 0,00 o0062 o0131 OoO0 ,0077 o0077
5,00 o8324 o9624 5*00 *0058 o0123 5.00 ,0078 ,0078

10.00 1,1600 1.4200 10,00 o0053 10109 10o00 o0068 o0068
12.00 1,2300 1.5400 12.00 .0051 .0104 12,00 o0060 o0060
14,00 1,2600 1,5200 14.00 ,0050 o0101 14o00 °0053 o0053
16,00 lo2764 lo6864 16,00 o0049 °0098 16,00 *0047 o0047
18,00 1,28e0 lo7480 18o00 ,0048 o0094 18,00 ,0041 ,0041
20,00 1,3050 1,8150 20o00 ,0047 ,0090 20.00 °0035 ,0035
25*00 1,3350 1.9650 25.00 o0044 ,0080 25.00 .0030 .0030
30.00 1.3450 2,0950 30.00 .0042 .0073 30,00 .0025 .0025
35.00 1.3500 2o2100 35.00 .0039 .0061 35o00 o0020 o0020
40,00 lo3470 2o3170 40,00 o0037 .0055 40o00 o0015 o0015

ACL, CLq
ALPHA BETA=±IOoO BETA'+20.O ALPHA CT'O,O CT=Oo5 ALPHA CT=OoO CT=O*5

-10,00 OoO000 OoO000 -10,00 2o4100 3o0120 -10o00 ,6890 o8610
-5,00 0,0000 OoO000 -5,00 2o4100 3o0120 -5.00 ,6890 .8610

0.00 OoO000 0.0000 0.00 2.4200 3,0290 0,00 o6750 o8430
5,00 -,0120 -.0500 5.00 2.4600 3,2220 5,00 o6370 ,8330

10,00 -o0220 -o0870 10,00 2o5900 3o5940 10,00 ,5100 o7030
12,00 -o0150 -o0600 12,00 2o9600 4o3510 12o00 .1310 o1930
14,00 -,0100 -°0390 14.00 3,7200 6,0720 14,00 -.6200 -1.0120
16.00 -°0050 -.0210 16.00 4,7300 6o3820 16,00 -.5960 -,8060
18*00 -o0020 -,0090 18,00 5,2900 6o9880 18,00 -.1310 -o1720
20o00 OoO000 OoO000 20,00 5,1500 6.8330 20,00 OoO000 OoO000
25,00 0,0000 0,0000 25.00 5.0500 6,5610 25,00 .1170 o1510
30.00 OoO000 0.0000 30.00 5.0600 6o1270 30.00 .1000 .1210
35.00 .0090 o0360 35.00 5o0800 5o9660 35.00 ,0790 .0930
40.00 .0180 .0710 40.00 5.0800 5.8110 40.00 .0790 o0930



TABLE IV. Continued

(b) Drag-coemcient data

CD,o CDs_ CD(_)2
ALPHA CT'O,O CT'O,5 ALPHA CT'O,O CT'0,5 ALPHA CT'O,O CT'O,5

-10.00 ,0786 -,3153 -10,00 -.00138 -.00258 -10,00 *O030xzo-20,O000 x1°-2
-5,00 ,0545 ",3433 -5.00 -,00088 -,00148 -5.00 ,0030 .0030

0,00 .0526 -,3474 0.00 -*00038 -*00038 0.00 *0030 .0060
5.00 .0845 -.3139 5,00 ,00012 ,00072 5,00 .0030 ,0085

10,00 ,1455 -*2483 10.00 *00052 .00182 10.00 *0030 *0105
12.00 .1855 -*2047 12.00 .00082 ,00225 12.00 ,0030 .0111
14.00 .2460 -,1421 14,00 .00102 .00270 14.00 ,0030 ,0115
16.00 ,3164 -,0581 16,00 .00122 .00314 16.00 *0030 .0119
18.'00 ,3828 *0024 18,00 *00142 *00358 18,00 *0030 *0120
20.00 .4542 ,0783 20,00 .00162 ,00402 20,00 .0030 .0119
25,00 .5277 .2652 25.00 ,00212 ,00512 25,00 ,0030 ,0101
30.00 ,7912 .4448 30.00 .00262 ,00522 30.00 .0030 ,0073
35,00 ,9416 .5140 35.00 *00312 *00732 35.00 .0030 ,0037
40.00 1.0832 .7768 40.00 .00362 *00842 40.00 *0030 0.0000

_CD,_ CDaf CD(8,)3

ALPHA BETA'±IO.O BETA'±20.O ALPHA CT'O,O CT'0,5 ALPHA CT'O,O CT'O*5

-10,00 -*0053 -.0213 -10,00 ,00010 .00010 -10.00 *O009×zo -3 .0024 ×zo-3
-5.00 -.0053 -*0213 -5.00 *00030 *00030 -5.00 .0009 .0024

0.00 -*0053 -*0213 0,00 ,00050 *00050 0.00 *0009 *0024
5*00 -.0044 -.0178 5,00 .00090 *00090 5.00 .0009 .0024

10.00 -*0036 -.0142 10.00 *00140 ,00140 10.00 ,0009 *0024
12.00 -*0035 -,0142 12.00 .00160 *00150 12.00 ,0009 *0024
14.00 -.0036 -.0162 14,00 *00180 ,00180 16,00 .0007 *0018
16.00 -.0035 -*0142 16.00 .00200 *00200 15.00 *0005 .0012
18.00 --,0036 -,0142 18.00 .00200 .00200 18.00 .0002 ,0005
20.00 -,0036 -,0142 20,00 .00200 ,00200 20.00 C,O000 0,0000
25.00 -.0036 -.0142 25.00 ,00200 .00200 25.00 0.0000 0,0000
30,00 -,0036 -,0142 30,00 ,00200 ,00200 30,00 0,0000 0,0000
35,00 -,0036 -.0142 35.00 ,00200 .00200 35.00 0.0000 0.0000
40.00 -.0047 -.0187 40.00 .00200 .00200 40,00 C.O000 0.0000



TABLE IV. Continued

(c) Pitching-moment-coefficient data

Cm,o Cm_ Cm6I
ALPHA CT'O*O CT"O. 5 ALPHA CT'O,O CT'0.5 ALPHA CT'O.O CT'0.5

-10o00 °2650 .2650 -10,00 -.0193 -.0374 -10o00 -*0010 -.0010
-5.00 ,1650 ,1650 -5,00 -.0193 -,0393 -5.00 -.0010 -,0010

0.00 ,0910 .0910 0o00 -.0193 -.0394 0,00 -.0010 -.0010
5,00 .0200 .0200 5,00 -.0180 -,0395 5.00 -.0010 -.0010

10,00 -,0600 -.0600 10.00 -,0165 -.0384 10.00 -.0018 -*O01e
12,00 -,0980 -.0980 12.00 -.0164 -.0360 12.00 -.0016 -o0016
14.00 -.1470 -.1470 14.00 -.0163 -*0334 14.00 -.0014 -,0014
16.00 -.2060 -,2060 16.00 -.0162 -.0311 16.00 -.0012 -.0012
18.00 -.2600 -.2600 18.00 -,0162 -.0288 le. O0 -,0010 -,0010
20.00 -.3020 -.3020 20,00 -,0162 -,0269 20.00 -.0008 -.0008
25.00 -,4010 1,4010 25.00 -.0162 -.0226 25,00 -.0009 -.0009
30.00 -.4860 -.4860 30,00 -.0150 -.0213 30,00 -.0010 -.0010
35.00 -.5670 -.5670 35.00 -,0130 -,0190 35.00 -.0011 -.0011
;0.00 -.6140 -.6140 40.00 -.0100 -.0153 40.00 -.0012 -.0012

ALPHA BETA'±IO.O BETA'±20.O ALPHA CT'O.O CT'0.5 ALPHA CT'O.O CT'0.5
m.._m

-10.00 -o0200 -.0800 -10.00 -7*0000 -8.7500 -10.00 0.0000 -2.5000
-5.00 -.0200 -.0800 -5.00 -7o0000 -8,7500 -5.00 C.CO00 -2.5000

0o00 -,0200 -,0800 0.00 -7*0400 -8.8000 0,00 .1.9600 -2,4500
5.00 -.0140 -,0550 5,00 -7,1500 -9,3600 5.00 -1.8500 -2.4200

10,00 -.0070 -.0280 10,00 -7,5200 -10.4400 10.00 -1.4800 -2.0600
12,00 -.0040 -.0180 12,00 -8,6200 m12,6400 12.00 --,3800 --.5600
14,00 --.0020 --.0070 14.00 -10.8000 -17.6400 14.00 1.8000 2.9400
16,00 ,0010 .0050 16.00 -13,7300 -18.5400 16,00 1,7300 2.3400
18,00 .0030 .0120 18.00 -15.3800 -20,3000 18.00 ,3800 ,5000
20,00 .0060 .0230 20.00 -15.0000 -19.8500 20.00 0,0000 0.0000
25,00 .0120 .0480 25.00 -14.6600 -19.0600 25,00 ' -.3400 1,4400
30.00 .0180 .0730 30.00 -14.7100 -17.8000 30.00 -.2900 -,3500
35.00 .0240 .0980 35.00 -14.7700 m17.3300 35.00 --.2300 --.2700
40.00 .0310 ,1240 40.00 --14,7700 --16.8800 40.00 --.2300 ",2700



TABLEIV. Continued

(d) Side-force-coemcientdata

ALPHA CT-O.O CT-O,5 ALPHA CT'O,O CT-O,5 ALPHA

-10.00 0.0000 .0810 -10.00 -.01550 -.02510 -10.00 -.000100
-5.00 C.O000 .0540 -5.00 -.01500 -.02510 -5.00 -,000100

0,00 0,0000 ,0270 0,00 -,01430 -,02510 0.00 -,000100
5*00 0.0000 0,0000 5.00 -.01350 -*02510 5.00 -.000100

10.00 0.0000 -*0270 I0.00 -*01350 -.02520 I0,00 -,O0010C
12,00 0,0000 -,0378 12.00 -,01350 -.02530 12,00 -,000100
14.00 0,0000 -,04e6 14,00 -*01350 -*02580 14.00 -.000100
16.00 0.0000 -.0540 16.00 -.01350 -.02600 16.00 -.000100
18.00 C.CO00 -.0540 18.00 -.01350 -.02630 18.00 -.000100
20*00 0*0000 -*0540 20*00 -*01350 -*02650 20*00 -*000100
25.00 0*0000 -,0540 25*00 -.01350 -*02660 25,00 1.000100
30.00 C,O000 -.0540 30.00 -.01350 -,02670 30.00 -.000100
35.00 ,0250 -*0290 35.00 -.01350 -,02830 35.00 -,000100
40,00 ,0400 ",0140 40,00 -*01350 -,02890 40,00 -.000100

ALPHA CT'O*O CT'O*5 ALPHA CT'O.O CT,,,O,5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT-O,5

-10.00 .00244 ,00589 -10.00 .8000 1.0110 -10.00 -.0140 -.0140
-5.00 .00263 .00629 -5.00 .9000 1.1110 -5.00 -.0040 -.0040

0,00 ,00282 .00674 0,00 1.0000 1,2110 0.00 ,0060 .0060
5.00 .00295 .00722 5.00 1,1000 1.3110 5.00 .0160 .0160

10.00 .00307 .00773 10.00 .8000 1.0010 10.00 .0260 .0260
12.00 .00295 .00775 12.00 .6000 .8020 12.00 .0350 .0350
14.00 *00282 .00777 16.00 ,4000 .5290 14,00 *0450 *0450
16.00 .00267 .00777 16.00 .2000 .2490 16.00 .0550 *0550
18,00 .00255 .00779 18,00 0o0000 .0560 18.00 .0650 .0650
20,00 .00242 ,00779 20.00 -*2500 -.1870 20,00 .0750 *0750
25,00 .00189 ,00665 25.00 -*2500 -.1680 25*00 .0750 *0750
30,00 .00137 *00558 30*00 -,1200 -*0450 30*00 *0750 .0750
35*00 *00093 .00425 35*00 0.0000 .0610 35,00 *0750 *0750
40*00 .00053 .00295 40,00 0.0000 ,0520 40*00 O,C000 0.0000
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TABLE IV. Continued

(e) Yawing-moment-coefficient data

Cn,o Cn_ C_6_
ALPHA CT=O,O CT=0.5 ALPHA CT=O.O CT=O,5 ALPHA

-10.00 O,O000 -.0166 -10,00 .00290 .00367 -10.00 ,000090
-5.00 C.O000 -,0166 -5,00 ,00270 .00354 -5.00 .000080

0.00 0.0000 -.0166 0.00 .00250 *00350 0o00 .000070
5.00 0.0000 -.0166 5.00 .00230 .00342 5,00 .000060

10.00 0.0000 -.0166 10.00 .00210 .00333 10.00 .000050
12.00 0.0000 -.0166 12.00 .00200 .00328 12.00 .000030
14.00 0.0000 -.0132 14.00 .00180 .00311 14.00 .000010
16.00 0.0000 -.0108 16.00 .00160 .00297 16.00 0.000000
18.00 0.0000 -.0084 18.00 .00140 .00281 18.00 -.000030
20.00 0.0000 -.0060 20.00 .00110 .00266 20.00 -.000060
25.00 0.0000 0.0000 25.00 .00030 .00188 25.00 -.000100
30.00 0.0000 -.0030 30.00 -.00060 .00109 30.00 -.000100
35.00 -.0015 -.0075 35.00 -.00150 .00031 35.00 -.000090
40.00 -.0035 -.0125 40.00 -.00200 -.00008 40.00 -.000040

mr
ALPHA CT'O.O CT'0.5 ALPHA CT'O.O CT'O.5 ALPHA CT=O.O CT=0.5

-10.00 -.00116 -.00280 -10.00 -.2000 -.2900 -10.00 -.0100 -.0280
-5.00 -.00125 -.00299 -5.00 -.2000 -.2900 -5.00 -.C300 -.0480

0.00 -.00134 -.00320 0.00 -.2000 -.2900 0.00 -.0500 -.0680
5.00 -.00140 -.00343 5.00 -.2000 -.2900 5.00 -.1100 -.1280

10.00 -.00146 -.00367 10,00 -.2000 -.2870 10,00 -.1300 -.1480
12.00 -.00140 -.00368 12.00 -,2000 -.2860 12,00 -.1300 -.1480
14.00 -.00134 -.00369 14.00 -.2200 -.2750 14.00 -.1300 -.1470
16.00 -.00127 -.00369 16.00 -.1600 -.1810 16.00 -.1300 -.1460
18.00 -.00121 -.00370 18.00 -.1000 -.1240 18.00 -.1300 -.1460
20.00 -.00115 -.00370 20.00 -.1000 -.1270 20.00 -.1400 -.1400
25.00 -.00090 -.00316 25.00 -.1000 -.1350 25.00 -.1350 -.1350
30.00 -.00065 -.00265 30.00 -.1000 -'1320 30.00 -.1000 -.1000
35.00 --.00044 -.00202 35.00 0.0000 -.0260 35.00 -.1000 -.0950
40.00 -.00025 -.00140 40.00 .2000 .1780 40.00 -.1000 -.0920



TABLE IV. Concluded

(f) Rolling-moment-coefficient data

Cl,o c 0
ALPHA CT'O.O CT'O,5 ALPHA CT'O*O CT'O,5 ALPHA

-10,00 0,0000 ,0060 -10.00 -*00100 -,00233 -10.00 -.001040
-5,00 C,O000 ,0040 -5.00 -,00120 -,00220 -5.00 -.001040

0,00 0,0000 °0020 0.00 -,00150 -.00217 0,00 -,001040
5.00 C,O000 0,0000 5.00 -,00250 -,00250 5,00 -,001040

10.00 0.0000 0.0000 10.00 -,O03gO -,00314 10.00 -.001040
12.00 0.0000 0,0000 12,00 -,00440 -.00340 12.00 -.001000
16.00 0.0000 0,0000 16,00 -,00470 -*00337 16,00 -,000920
16.00 0,0000 0.0000 16,00 -,00500 -,00317 16,00 -,000880
18,00 0,0000 0,0000 18.00 -.00530 -,00307 18.00 -,000840
20.00 0,0000 0,0000 20.00 -.O05bO -,00293 20.00 -,000790
25.00 C,O000 0,0000 25,00 -.00640 -.00407 25,00 -.000740
30,00 0.0000 -,0020 30,00 -.00710 -.00643 30 O0 -.000690
35.00 -,0085 -.0130 35,00 -,00760 -,00827 35,00 -,000600
40,00 -,0145 -,0205 40,00 -,00790 -,00933 40,00 -.000500

Cla," C/, Clp

ALPHA CT=O,O CT=O,5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT=0.5 ALPHA CT=O,O CT=0.5

-10.00 ,00025 ,00025 -10,00 .1000 ,1150 -10,00 -,5200 -.5200
-5,00 .00025 .00025 -5,00 ,1300 ,1450 -5,00 -.5200 -.5200

0,00 ,00025 .00025 0.00 ,1600 ,1750 0.00 -,5200 -.5200
5,00 .00025 ,00025 5.00 ,1900 ,2050 5.00 -,5200 -,5200

10,00 .00025 ,00025 10,00 ,1400 ,1540 10.00 -,4800 -.4800
12.00 ,00025 ,00025 12,00 ,1300 ,1450 12,00 -,4000 -.4000
14.00 ,00025 .00025 14.00 ,1200 ,1290 14,00 -.3200 -,3200
1(5.00 ,00025 .00025 16.00 ,1100 ,1140 16.00 -.2600 -,2600
18.00 .00025 .00025 18.00 ,1000 .1040 18.00 -,2000 -.2000
20,00 ,00025 ,00025 20,00 .0900 .0950 20,00 -,2600 -,2600
25.00 ,00013 .00013 25.00 ,0700 .0760 25.00 -,2900 -,2900
30.00 0,00000 0,00000 30.00 .0700 .0740 30,00 -.3100 -.3100
35.00 0,00000 0.00000 35.00 .3500 .3540 35.00 -,3300 -,3300
40,00 0,00000 0.00000 40,00 ,6000 ,6040 40,00 -.3500 -,3500
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TABLE V. NUMERICAL VALUES OF HINGE-MOMENT COEFFICIENTS

CHeo CHe6e

ALPHA CT-O.O CT-O,5 ALPHA CT-O,O CT"Oo 5

-10,00 ,0030 ,0253 -I0,00 -,0070 -o0130
-5,00 o0015 ,0178 -5,00 -,0070 -o0143
OoO0 0.0000 o0103 0,00 -o0066 -,0166
5*00 OeO000 *0063 5,00 --.0064 --.0174

i0,00 O,O000 -,0025 i0,00 -*C059 -,0159
17o00 ,0020 -,0025 12,00 -*0055 -*0148
14,00 ,00_0 -,0015 14.00 -*0052 -,0122
16,00 .0050 ,0015 16.00 -,0051 -*0106
18o00 0*0000 OoO000 18,00 -,0050 -*OOq3
20,00 -,0080 -,0042 20,00 -*0050 -,OOB5
25.00 -*0350 -*0175 25.00 -,0053 -.0086
30,00 -,0720 -,0_05 30,00 -,0059 -,007%
35°00 -,1200 -,0745 35,00 -,0059 -*0065
_O,OC -,1680 -*1080 40,00 -,0059 -,0059



TABLE VI. FLIGHT-TEST AND SIMULATION SPEED COMPARISONS FOR
BASELINE CONFIGURATION

Maximum speed High speed
Variable Flight test Simulation Flight test Simulation

W, lb .... 1558 1556 1556 1556
h, ft ..... 6090 6100 6087 6100
V, ft/sec . . 165 165 161.9 162
N, rpm . . 2673 2675 2683 2681
MP, psi . . 9.69 10.20 9.93 10.41
_t ...... 0.856 0.884
a, deg .... 2.81 1.84 2.96 2.09
_, deg .... 1.33 2.17 1.44 1.98
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TABLE VII. DYNAMIC-STABILITY COMPARISONS

Longitudinal Lateral
Phugoid mode Short-period mode Dutch roll mode

Flight Flight Flight
Variable test Simulation test Simulation test Simulation

W, lb .............. 1500 1500 1500 1550 1550
h, ft ............... 5450 5450 5450 3200 3200
V, ft/sec ............. 135 135 140 175 175
N, rpm ............. 2330 2332 2330 2650 2650
Period, sec:

Leading-edge modification off... (a) 20.60 (a) 2.20 (a) 2.25
Leading-edge modification on . . 21.67 20.37 (b) 3.27 2.74 1.98

Damping ratio:
Leading-edge modification off.. (a) 0.065 (a) 0.457 (a) 0.205
Leading-edge modification on . . . 0.063 0.065 (b) 0.476 0.17 0.18

aNot tested.

bData not obtainable from flight records.



TABLE VIII. POWER-OFF SUMMARY OF TURN/SPIN BEHAVIOR FOR BASELINE AND MODIFIED CONFIGURATIONS

[_t,c -- 0; W -- 1577 lb; V = 120 ft/sec; h -- 5000 ft at trim]

Elevator-ramp
_mplitude, AS_ Maneuver _ initiated at fltrimof--

deg -12.5 -10 -5 0 5 10 12.5
Baseline configuration

-9 TR TR TL TL SL
-12 SR SR TR TL SL SL SL
-15 TR TL

then
TL

Modified configuration
-9 TR TL

-12 TR TR TR M TL TL TL
-15

_Maneuver type: M, mush; T, turn; S, spin. Maneuver direction: L, left; R, right.
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Figure 1. Body-axis system. Arrows indicate positive directions.



L-85-28
Figure 2. Photograph of aircraft simulated.
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Figure 3. Three views of aircraft simulated. Dimensions are in feet.
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Figure 4. Wing-leading-edge droop modification.
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Figure 5. Diagram of steady-state thrust model.
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Figure 6. Airplane in Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel.
L-79-7117
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulation and flight-test data for constant-altitude straight and level flight conditions for baseline configuration.
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Simulation Flight
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Figure 9. Stall-departure time-history comparisons of simulation and flight results when elevator is held fixed
at the stall for baseline configuration with power off (6t,c= 0).
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Figure 9. Continued.
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Simulation Flight
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Figure 9. Concluded.
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Simulation Flight
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Figure 10. Stall-departure time-history comparisons of simulation and flight results including a throttle chop
and full-up-elevator deflection for baseline configuration.
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Figure 10. Continued.
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Figure 10. Concluded.
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Figure 11. Comparisons of baseline and modified configurations from tabulated coefficient data for power-off
condition (CT ----0).
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Figure 11. Continued.
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Figure 12. Comparison of straight and level trim conditions at sea level for baseline and modified configurations
with 6y = 0 and W = 1577 lb.
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Figure 13. Comparison of throttle-closed trim curves for baseline and modified configurations at sea level with
6t = 0, 6f = 0, and W = 1577 lb.
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Figure 14. Comparison of full-throttle trim curves for baseline and modred configurations for speeds less than
straight and level flight at sea level with 6t = 1.0, 6/= 0, and W = 1577 lb.
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(a) Baseline configuration.

Figure 16. Simulation time histories for baseline and modified configurationsfor an elevator-rampinput and
throttle chop from a straight and level trim flight condition. Initial conditions of h = 5000 ft, V"= 120
ft/sec, and W = 1577 lb.
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Figure 17. Simulation time histories for baseline and modified configurations for an elevator-ramp input
from a straight and level trim flight condition. Initial conditions of h = 5000 ft, V = 120 ft/sec, and
W = 1577 lb.
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Figure 18. Simulation time histories for baseline and modified configurations for continuous elevator and
aileron control inputs and throttle chop from a straight and level trim flight condition. Initial conditions of
h = 5000 ft, V = 120 ft/sec, and W = 1577 lb.
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Figure 19. Sketches of typical simulation trim results for turning flight.
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Figure 22. Time histories of a departure in turning flight due to an elevator-ramp input for baseline
configuration with power off (6t -- 0).
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Figure 23. Time histories of a departure in turning flight due to an elevator-ramp input for baseline
configuration with power on (6t = 1.0).
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Figure 24. Time histories of a departure in turning flight due to an elevator-ramp input for modified
configuration with power off (6t = 0).
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Figure 25. Time histories of a departure in turning flight due to an elevator-ramp input for modified
configuration with power on (6t = 1.0).
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W = 1577 lb.
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